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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the notion of fluency in human-robot interaction (HRI), ex-
ploring cognitive mechanisms for robotic agents that would enable them to overcome the
stop-and-go rigidity present in much of HRI to date. We define fluency as the ethereal yet
manifest quality existent when two agents perform together at high level of coordination
and adaptation, in particular when they are well-accustomed to the task and to each other.
Based on mounting psychological and neurological evidence, we argue that one of the keys
to this goal is the adaptation of an embodied approach to robot cognition. We show how
central ideas from this psychological school are applicable to robot cognition and present
a cognitive architecture making use of perceptual symbols, simulation, and perception-
action networks. In addition, we demonstrate that anticipation of perceptual input, and in
particular of the actions of others, are an important ingredient of fluent joint action.
To that end, we show results from an experiment studying the effects of anticipatory action
on fluency and teamwork, and use these results to suggest benchmark metrics for fluency.
We also show the relationship between anticipatory action and a simulator approach to
perception, through a comparative human subject study of an implemented cognitive ar-
chitecture on the robot AUR, a robotic desk lamp, designed for this thesis.
A result of this work is modeling the effect of practice on human-robot joint action, arguing
that mechanisms that govern the passage of cognitive capabilities from a deliberate yet
slower system to a faster, sub-intentional, and more rigid one, are crucial to fluent joint
action in well-rehearsed ensembles.
Theatrical acting theory serves as an inspiration for this work, as we argue that lessons
from acting method can be applied to human-robot interaction.
Thesis Supervisor: Cynthia Breazeal
Title: Associate Professor of Media Arts and Sciences, Program in Media Arts and Sciences
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Of the same order as the impossibility of rediscovering an absolute level of the
real, is the impossibility of staging an illusion.
Jean Baudrillard (1929-2007),
Simulacra and Simulations
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humans performing an activity together naturally converge on an impressive level of co-
ordination, flexibility, and adaptation. Their timing is precise and efficient, they alter their
plans and actions appropriately and dynamically, and this behavior emerges often without
exchanging much verbal information.
We can marvel at the this sense of flow when we observe a well-rehearsed ensemble of
performers or highly trained athletes, but in more subtle ways this behavior is apparent in
almost any human interaction, be it in assembly tasks, game play, or dialog.
For lack of a better term, we denote this ethereal yet manifest quality of human interaction
fluency of joint action, and in this thesis we will attempt to lay the groundwork enabling
robots to perform more fluently with their human counterparts.
To date, human-robot interaction (HRI) is - more often than not - unintuitive, restrictive,
and limited to a rigid command-and-response structure. Interaction with robots holds little
of the fluent quality which is part of a satisfying collaboration, and this thesis puts forth
that - true to the notion that interaction is rhythm as much as it is content' - robots must
steer away from this trend and display a significantly more fluent meshing of their actions
with ours, if they are truly to enter our daily lives in a socially meaningful manner.
'See Michalowski et al. [2007] for a review.
We believe that a promising route to achieve fluency in human-robot joint action 2 lies in
subscribing to an embodied view of agent cognition. We argue that a core shortfall of
existing systems is their inherent separation between perception, cognition, and action,
whereas it is becoming increasingly clear that human perception and action are not mere
input and output channels to an abstract symbol processor or rule-generating engine, but
that instead thought, memory, concepts, and language are inherently grounded in our
physical presence [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007, Lakoff and Johnson, 1999, Barsalou, 1999,
Wilson, 2001, 2002, Pecher and Zwaan, 2005].
Mounting evidence in psychology and neuroscience, as well as traditional knowledge in
theater acting theory, indicates that our perceptual and motor systems shape the way we
think and behave, and are intertwined more than originally assumed, forcing us to rethink
our views of the human mind.
Recently, psychologists are also beginning to assess the neuro-cognitive mechanisms of
social interaction and in particular those of joint action, investigating what enables us to
coordinate our actions, and respond to each other with speed and precision [Barsalou et al.,
2003, Sebanz et al., 2006]. Unsurprisingly, many of the ingredients underlying joint action
rest in embodied aspects of the team members' cognitive processes, such as motor-based
simulation and prediction, mirror neural systems, and top-down perceptual anticipation.
While part of the robotics research community has embraced an embodied view of artifi-
cial intelligence in the last two decades [Brooks, 1991, Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007], few if
any of these lessons have been transferred from the realm of robotic cognitive modeling to
the social aspects of HRI. This thesis hopes to begin to address this lack, investigating in
particular the notions of perceptual concepts and simulation, as well as those of anticipa-
tion and emulation in human-robot interaction.
Anticipation is a concept that receives particular attention in this work, as we believe it
to be crucial mechanism in achieving fluency in joint action. Anticipating world states,
as well as the actions of a collaboration partner, enable an agent to time its actions pre-
2As well as a root motivation for trying to achieve that goal.
cisely 3 and - as we will show - has a significant effect on the human teammate's notion
of the agent's commitment and contribution to the task. Anticipation is also related to a
perception-centric view of cognition, through the proposed mechanism of emulation [Wil-
son and Knoblich, 20051, as well as to the motor-based and top-down view of perception
advocated in this work [Wilson, 2001, Kosslyn, 1995].
That said, it is noteworthy that - while evident in isolated collaborations - fluency in
joint action benefits greatly from repetition, practice, and rehearsal. A repetitive joint task
becomes increasingly fluent, and some of the most rewarding and sought-after human
performances (such as sports, martial arts, and performance arts) rely not only on talent,
but on a rigorous training schedule tightly coupled with the principles of embodied cog-
nition and repetitive action. In this thesis we investigate the relationship between fluency
and practice and hope to address some aspects of practice in the context of perception and
action, as well as in the context of simulation and anticipation. We believe that mecha-
nisms that govern the passage of cognitive capabilities from a deliberate and flexible, yet
comparatively slower system to a faster, sub-intentional, and more rigid one, are crucial to
fluent joint action in well-rehearsed teams and ensembles.
A final note on theater acting: theories and methods of dramatic acting have inspired this
work, and a chapter of this thesis is dedicated to HRI lessons learned from the Stanislavski
system of acting, also known as "method" acting. Moreover, a robotic stage actor is an
intriguing platform to demonstrate and evaluate the concepts and architectures described
in this thesis, as acting is a highly embodied joint action, in which timing and fluency
are crucial, and rehearsal is key to generate a tightly-meshed, individually-adaptive, and
convincing performance. As very few examples of robotic stage actors are known to date,
we have begun to implement and test the groundwork for a robotic stage actor. We hope,
in future work, to apply more of the theories and systems described herein in a human-
robot joint theatrical performance.
3See for example Weinberg and Driscoll [2006].
1.1 HRI Fluency: A review
Robots acting jointly with humans can be classified according to their degree of autonomy,
ranging from full autonomy, through goal-based (mixed initiative) operation, via way-
point and heuristic specification, and down to full teleoperation [Goodrich et al., 2001].
This work is specifically concerned with an architecture supporting a fully or nearly au-
tonomous robot, rather than with another area of research also coined "human-robot col-
laboration", but which is concerned with questions of control of a remote or local machine.
Also, while some of the conclusions from this work could well be incorporated into this
kind of robotic teleoperation research, such as that of Fong et al. [2003] or Jones and Rock
[2002], these applications are not our primary concern.
Similarly, some literature frames human-robot collaboration in the context of mixed-initiative
control and shared autonomy, arbitrating between the robot's autonomy and direct human
control. These approaches also fail to address the question of shared-location fluency as
we mean it in this thesis [Bruemmer et al., 2002, Goodrich et al., 2001].
This work, on the other hand, is mainly concerned with the emergence of fluent interaction
between a human and a robot at a shared location, making use of the co-located partners'
nonverbal behavior to achieve joint action fluency.
Within this definition, the concept of fluency in human-robot interaction has rarely been
directly addressed, and only recently has begun to receive some marginal attention, such
as in the works of Weinberg and Driscoll [2006], who reflect on nonverbal behavior and
physically-based anticipation in their "Haile" robotic drummer project, or Michalowski
et al. [2007], who study the rhythmic qualities of a beat-tracking dancing robot.
In contrast, the typical interactive robotic systems to date restrict their joint action with a
human counterpart to a rather slow and heavily turn-based framework, making the pur-
suit of fluency a worthwhile endeavor.
For example, HERMES is a recent humanoid service robot for office environments [Bischoff
and Graefe, 2004]. Its interaction with humans suffers from very structured turn-taking
requirements including many pauses. Nonverbal behavior is practically absent on both
the perceptual and the generative side. Other systems, even when they take into account
the importance of a nonverbal channel of interaction (such as Sidner et al. [2003, 2006]), the
dialog between the human and the robot is piecewise and feels more delayed than fluent.
The systems described are also mainly concerned with human-robot dialog, and many sim-
ilar abound (and are usually afflicted by comparable deficiencies), e.g. Rybski et al. [2007],
Argall et al. [2007], Doshi and Roy [2007], and Martinson and Brock [2007], just to cite from
a recent conference on human-robot interaction. Robots that act jointly with humans, how-
ever, are few and far between.
Shared-location collaborative robots often include a robotic arm sitting vis-a-vis a human
solving a task, such as the work of Kimura et al. [1999]. Their work addresses issues of
vision and task representation, but does not investigate joint adaptation, and does not
address the timing issue. In another case, a robot assists a human in an assembly task, and
intervenes in one of three ways: taking over for the human, disambiguating a situation, or
executing an action simultaneously with a human. This happens when the human asks for
assistance or seems in need of help based on perceptual input [Sakita et al., 2004]. While
relying on some nonverbal symbols, the result is still an interaction which is slow, heavily
delayed, and stepwise, and contains nothing of the fluent quality we are striving for.
Some work in shared-location human-robot collaboration has been concerned with the
mechanical coordination of robots in shared tasks with humans (e.g. Woern and Laengle
[2000]). This work is predominantly concerned with single-action control and safety issues.
We have previously presented work in shared-location human-robot teamwork, investi-
gating the role of nonverbal behavior on teamwork [Hoffman and Breazeal, 2004, Breazeal
et al., 2005]. While this task-level decision system included turn-taking and joint plans,
anticipatory action and fluency have not been addressed.
More recently, humans and robots have interacted in a soccer game setting, a natural and
extremely promising testbed for human-robot fluency. However, human-robot join soccer
games are at a stage of extremely initial efforts, in which the robot is given very little
autonomy compared to the human team member [Argall et al., 2006].
Timing and synchronization have been reviewed on the motor level in the context of a
human-robot synchronized tapping problem [Komatsu and Miyake, 2004]. Anticipatory
action, without relation to a human collaborator, has been investigated in robot navigation
work, e.g. Endo [2005].
In the field of robots for theater performance, most work has dealt with fully automated
or extremely simple behavior on one end of the spectrum (for a detailed review, see Dixon
[2004]) or fully teleoperated robots, such as the recent production of "Heddatron" [Les Fr-
eres Corbusier, 20061 on the other. Throughout the gamut, the focus of the work is usually
on the conceptual relationship between man and machine, rather than the interaction be-
tween an autonomous robot and a human. In other work, robots have been pitted against
each other on stage without the inclusion of a human scene partner [Bruce et al., 2000], but
it is safe to say that fluent theatrical dialog between an autonomous robot and a human
scene partner is still an unattained aim.
1.2 Contribution and structure of this document
This thesis proposes a new way to think about human-robot interaction by suggesting to
examine the quality of interaction through the investigation of fluency in human-robot
joint action. We propose an embodied view of joint action, and describe an implemented
perceptual symbol architecture supporting this view, drawing conclusions of potential
value for robot design, as well as for the endeavor of understanding the human mind
when it acts in unison with another body. We support our designs with two human subject
studies evaluating the contribution of perceptual symbols, anticipation, and simulation on
human-robot fluency.
The remainder of Part I is dedicated to a survey of the theory that informed our work.
In the next chapter, we document the shift in artificial intelligence and neuro-psychology
towards an embodied view of cognition, and review theories of joint action.
Part II ("Fieldwork") sets out in Chapter 3 by discussing anticipation in joint action, de-
scribing a methodological framework and an experiment exploring the effects of antici-
patory action on human-robot teamwork. This will be the first algorithmic foray into the
notions of both fluency and practice. Chapter 4 introduces the perceptual research ar-
chitecture developed as part of this work and shows our implementation of perception,
simulation, and action. Chapter 5 integrates the previous two chapters and documents
an implementation of the research architecture on a humanoid robot. This chapter relates
anticipatory action to a perception-action based cognitive framework and points out new
research questions arising from this effort, offering a more integrated view of the notion of
practice. Chapter 6 describes a more mature and complex implementation of our approach
on a non-anthropomorphic robot, leading to the human subject study concluding Part II
in Chapter 7.
Part III ("Framework") commences in Chapter 8 by reflecting on three principles found
throughout the acting method literature that may be of value to HRI design. Chapter 9
describes the physical design path of a robotic desk lamp, the non-anthropomorphic robot
used in the experiments described in Chapter 7. Chapter 10 closes Part III discussing mo-
tivations to design non-humanoid expressive robots for HRI.
Finally, Part IV ("Closure") summarizes the core contributions of this thesis, and poses
directions for extending the admittedly nascent work performed as part of it.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Embodied Cognition
During its first few decades of existence, artificial intelligence has not only drawn from the-
ories of cognitive psychology, but to a wide extent also shaped notions of amodal, symbolic
information processing. According to this view, information is translated from perceptual
stimuli into nonperceptual symbols, later used for information retrieval, decision making,
and action production. This view also corresponds to much of the work currently done in
robotics, where sensory input is translated into semantic symbols, which are then operated
upon for the production of motor control.
2.1.1 Perceptual symbol systems
An increasing body of recent findings challenges this view and suggests instead that con-
cepts are grounded in modal representations utilizing many of the same mechanisms used
during the perceptual process. A prominent theory explaining these findings is one of
"simulators", siting memory and recall in the very neural modules that govern perception
itself, subsequently used by ways of "simulation" or "imagery" [Barsalou, 1999, Kosslyn,
1995]. Perceptual symbols are organized in cross-modal networks of activation which are
used to dynamically reconstruct and produce knowledge, concepts, and decision making.
This view is supported by evidence of inter-modal behavioral influences, as well as by
the detection of perceptual neural activation when a subject is using a certain concept in a
non-perceptual manner (e.g. Martin [2001], Kreiman et al. [2000]).
Thus, when memory or language are invoked to produce behavior, the underlying per-
ceptual processes elicit many of the same neural patterns and behaviors normally used to
regulate perception [Spivey et al., 2005]. To name but a few examples, it has been shown
that reading a sentence that has an implied orientation reduces response time on image
recognition that is similarly oriented [Stanfield and Zwaan, 2001]; memory recall impair-
ment is found to match speech impediments in children (mistaking rings for wings in
children that pronounce 'r's as 'w's) [Locke and Kutz, 1975]; and comparing visually sim-
ilar variations of a word (for example: a pony's mane and a horse's mane) is faster than
visually distinct variations (e.g. a lion's mane) [Solomon and Barsalou, 2001].
2.1.2 Perception-action integration
In parallel to a perception-based theory of cognition lies an understanding that cognitive
processes are equally interwoven with motor activity. Evidence in human developmental
psychology shows that motor and cognitive development are not parallel but highly inter-
dependent. For example, research showed that artificially enhancing 3-month old infants'
grasping abilities (through the wearing of a sticky mitten), equated some of their cognitive
capabilities to the level of older, already grasping1 , infants [Somerville et al., 2004].
A related case has been made with regard to hand signals, which are viewed by some as
foremost instrumental to lexical lookup during language generation [Krauss et al., 1996],
and is supported by findings of redundancy in head-movements [McClave, 2000] and fa-
cial expression [Chovil, 1992] during speech generation.
A large body of work points to an isomorphic representation between perception and ac-
tion, leading to mutual and often involuntary influence between the two [Wilson, 2001].
'In the physical sense.
Some researchers speak of specific 'privileged loops' from perception to action, for exam-
ple between speech and auditory perception, or visual perception and certain motor activ-
ity, indicating these action systems' roles in the perceptual pathway [McLeod and Posner,
1984].
2.1.3 Observation and anticipation
A number of experiments evaluating perceptual tasks have shown that task time is related
to the mental simulation of kinematic configuration [Parsons, 1994]. In addition, neu-
rological findings indicate that-in some primates-observing an action and performing
it causes activation in the same cerebral areas, a phenomenon labeled "mirror neurons"
[Gallese and Goldman, 1996]. Similarly, listening to speech has been shown to activate
motor area related to speech production [Wilson et al., 2004], and in pianists, listening to a
tonal sequence triggers neural activation in areas associate with finger movement - both
for the current tone, and for the next tone in cases where the subject is familiar with the
melody. This common coding is thought to play a role in imitation, and the relation of the
behavior of others to our own, which is considered a central process in the development
of a Theory of Mind [Meltzoff and Moore, 1997]. The predictive capabilities of these sys-
tems might also underlie the rapid and effortless adaptation to a partner that is needed to
perform a joint task [Sebanz et al., 2006]. For a thorough review of these mirror neurologi-
cal phenomena and the related connection between perception and action as it pertains to
human-robot interaction, see Matarid [2002].
2.1.4 Top-down perception
Thus, perceptual processing should not be thought of as a strictly bottom-up analysis of
raw available data, as it is often modeled in robotic systems. Instead, simulations of per-
ceptual processes prime the acquisition of new perceptual data, motor knowledge is used
in sensory parsing, and intentions, goals, and expectations all play a role in the ability to
parse the world into meaningful objects. This seems to be particularly true for the parsing
of human behavior in a goal-oriented and anticipatory manner, a vital component of joint
action.
Experimental data supports this hypothesis, finding perception to be predictive (for a re-
view, see Wilson and Knoblich [2005]). In vision, information is sent both upstream and
downstream, and object priming triggers top-down processing, biasing lower-level mech-
anisms in sensitivity and criterion [Kosslyn, 1995]. Similarly, visual lip-reading affects the
perception of auditory syllables indicating that the sound signal is not processed as a raw
unknown piece of data [Massaro and Cohen, 198312. High-level processing may also be
involved in the perception of human figures from point light displays, enabling subjects
to identify "complex actions, social dispositions, gender, and sign language" from very
sparse visual information [Thornton et al., 1998].
2.1.5 Practice
Much of our critical cognitive capabilities occur in what is sometimes called a "cognitive
unconscious" [Lakoff and Johnson, 1999], and it seems that these are more prominent in
routine activity than those governed by executive control. Routine actions are faster and
seem to operate in an unsupervised fashion, leading to a number of action lapses [Cooper
and Shallice, 2000]. From introspection we know that supervisory control is often utilized
when the direct pathways fail to achieve the expected results. These unsupervised capabil-
ities seem to be highly subject to practice by repetition, and are central to the coordination
of actions when working on a joint task, a fact that can be witnessed whenever we ob-
serve the performance of a highly trained sports team or a well-rehearsed performance
ensemble.
2.1.6 Computational derivatives
The idea of top-down processing has been investigated and utilized in computational sys-
tems in the past, most notably in object and gesture recognition systems. Bregler demon-
2As cited in Wilson [2001].
strated a convincing application of this concept and applied it to action recognition in the
visual field [Bregler, 1997]. Wren and Pentland created a robust human dynamic recogni-
tion and classification system by feeding likelihood data from high-level HMM procedures
to pixel-level classifiers [Wren and Pentland, 1997, Wren et al., 2000]. Similarly, Hamdan
et al. [1999] classified gesture sequences using Continuous Density Hidden Markov Mod-
els. Several collaborative planning systems integrated similar concepts in amodal settings
(e.g. Rich et al. [2001]). However, the application of an integrated top-down implementa-
tion in an action-driven robotic behavior system is yet to be attempted.
Psychological evidence thus shows that concepts are not abstractions separated from their
modal representation, but instead rely on the dynamic interaction of modus-specific ac-
tivation. This occurs not only within, but also between modalities. In a computational
system, this theory has received strong support through the work of Roy and Pentland
[2002], showing a significant improvement in robustness of concept learning when multi-
ple modalities were used.
This thesis will collectively use the term "embodied cognition" to relate to the effect and
interrelation of the above mentioned elements: (a) perceptual symbol systems, (b) integra-
tion between perception and action, and (c) top-down processing. I use this overarching
term to denote an approach that views mental processes not as amodal semantic symbol
processors with perceptual inputs and motor outputs, but as integrated psycho-physical
systems acting as indivisible wholes.
It is worthwhile to note that similar convictions have long been held by theorists and teach-
ers of stage acting, who stress a psycho-physical unity underlying acting methodology. As
early as the late 1 9 th century, Frangois DelSarte noted that a "perfect reproduction of the
outer manifestation of some passion, the giving of the outer sign, will cause a reflex feeling
within."[Stebbins, 1887] With the rise of Stanislavskian method, this interrelation becomes
even more prominent, and most teachers would probably agree with Boal in saying that
"ideas, emotions and sensations are all indissolubly interwoven. A bodily movement 'is'
a thought and a thought expresses itself in corporeal form."[Boal, 2002]
This thesis proposes to take a similar approach to designing a cognitive architecture for
robots acting with human counterparts, be it teammates or scene partners. It is founded on
the hope that grounding cognition in perception and action can hold a key to socially ap-
propriate behavior in a robotic agent, as well as to context and temporally precise human-
robot collaboration, enabling hitherto unattained fluidity in this setting.
2.2 Joint Action
Humans are exceptionally good at working in teams, ranging from the seemingly trivial
(i.e. jointly moving a table through a doorway), to the complex (as in sports teams or
corporations). What characteristics must a member of a team display to allow for shared
activity? What rules govern the creation and maintenance of teamwork? And how does a
group of teammates form individual intentions aimed to achieve a joint goal, resulting in
a shared activity?
Joint action can best be described as doing something as a team where the participants
share the same goal and a common plan of execution. The workings of this inherently
social behavior have been of increasing interest to researchers in many fields over the past
decade. Grosz [19961 - among others - has pointed out that collaborative plans do not
reduce to the sum of the individual plans, but consist of an interplay of actions that can
only be understood as part of the joint activity.
For example, if we were to move a table jointly through a doorway, your picking up one
side of the table and starting to walk through the door does not make sense outside our
joint activity. Even the sum of both our picking-up and moving actions would not amount
to the shared activity without the existence of a collaborative plan that both of us are shar-
ing (namely to move the table out the door), as well as the presence of tight action coordi-
nation before and during task execution.
The conceptual relationship between individual intentions and joint intentions is not straight-
forward, and several models have been proposed to explain how joint intentions relate to
individual intentions and actions. Searle [1990] argues that collective intentions are not
reducible to individual intentions of the agents involved, and that the individual acts exist
solely in their role as part of the common goal.
In Bratman's detailed analysis of Shared Cooperative Activity (SCA), he defines certain pre-
requisites for an activity to be considered shared and cooperative [Bratman, 1992]. He
stresses the importance of mutual responsiveness, commitment to the joint activity and commit-
ment to mutual support. His work also introduces the idea of meshing singular sub-plans
into a joint activity.
The Bratman prerequisites guarantee the robustness of the joint activity under changing
conditions. In the table-moving example, mutual responsiveness ensures that our move-
ments are synchronized; a commitment to the joint activity reassures each teammate that
the other will not at some point drop their side; and a commitment to mutual support
deals with possible breakdowns due to one teammate's inability to perform part of the
plan. Bratman shows that activities that do not display all of these prerequisites cannot
necessarily be viewed as teamwork.
Supporting Bratman's guidelines, Cohen and Levesque [1991] propose a formal approach
to building artificial collaborative agents. Their notion of joint intention is viewed not only
as a persistent commitment of the team to a shared goal, but also implies a commitment
on part of all its members to a mutual belief about the state of the goal. Teammates are
committed to inform the team when they reach the conclusion that a goal is achievable,
impossible, or irrelevant. In our table-moving example, if one team member reaches the
conclusion that the table will not fit through the doorway, it is an essential part of the
implicit collaborative "contract" to have an intention to make this knowledge common.
In a collaboration, agents can count on the commitment of other members, first to the
goal and then-if necessary-to the mutual belief of the status of the goal. Some of these
principles have been used in a number of human-robot teamwork architectures [Hoffman
and Breazeal, 2004, Alami et al., 2005].
Joint Intention Theory predicts that an efficient and robust collaboration scheme in a chang-
ing environment requires an open channel of communication. Sharing information through
communication acts is critical given that each teammate often has only partial knowledge
relevant to solving the problem, different capabilities, and possibly diverging beliefs about
the state of the task.
The above suggests that a central feature of any collaborative interaction is the establish-
ment and maintenance of common ground, defined by Clark [1996] as "the sum of [...] mu-
tual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, or suppositions". Common ground is necessary
with respect to the objects of the task, the task state, and the internal states of the team
members.
Common ground about a certain proposition p is believed by Clark to rely on a shared
base b, that both suggests p and the common knowledge of b. People sharing a common
ground must be mutually aware of this shared basis and assume that everyone else in the
community is also aware of this basis. A shared basis can be thought of as a signal, both
indicating the proposition p, and being mutually accessible to all agents involved. Clark
coins this idea the principle of justification, indicating that members of a shared activity need
to be specifically aware of what the basis for their common ground is [Clark, 19961.
This leads to the introduction of so-called coordination devices that serve as shared basis,
establishing common ground. Coordination devices often include jointly salient events,
such as gestural indications, obvious activities of one of the agents, or salient perceptual
events (such as a loud scream, or a visibly flashing light).
Finally, an important type of reaching common ground inherent to teamwork is the prin-
ciple of joint closure. Joint closure on a sub-activity is needed to advance a shared activity.
Until joint closure is achieved, the sub-activity cannot be regarded as complete by a team.
Joint closure is described as"participants in a joint action trying to establish the mutual
belief that they have succeeded well enough for current purposes"[Clark, 1996].
To achieve joint closure, Clark argues that a contribution, i.e. a signal successfully under-
stood, is usually made up of a presentation phase and a acceptance phase. For the contribu-
tion to be concluded, the presenter needs evidence of understanding on the interlocutor's
part.
Both the principle of shared basis, and the principle of joint closure and justification call
for the importance of mechanisms of shared attention between participants of a shared task.
Shared attention is predominantly a nonverbal process. Thus, a robot working together
with a human and following the principles of common ground must be able to understand
nonverbal signals indicating a shared object of attention, as well as establish joint attention
with the human through its own nonverbal behavior.
Another key capability of establishing fluent and correctly meshed joint action is the cor-
rect anticipation of a team member's actions. This anticipation occurs on several levels in
human-human joint action. On the activity level, humans are biased to use an intention-
based psychology to interpret other agent's actions [Dennett, 1987]. Moreover, it has been
shown in a variety of experimental settings that from an early age we interpret intentions
and actions based on intended goals rather than specific activities or motion trajectories
[Woodward et al., 2001, Gleissner et al., 2000, Baldwin and Baird, 2001]. A person opening
a door, once by using her right hand and once by using her left hand, is considered to have
performed the same action, regardless of the different motion trajectories. But this person
is doing a distinctly different action if she is opening a tap, even though the motion might
be very similar to the one used for opening the door. To a human spectator, the goal of the
action is often more salient than the physical attributes of it.
In teamwork, goals provide common ground for communication and interaction. Team-
mates' goals need to be understood and evaluated, and joint goals coordinated. When
co-planning with a human team member, a robotic agent needs to take goals and their
achievement into account when anticipating what the human's next action is probable to
be.
On an action level, successful coordinated action has been linked to the formation of ex-
pectations of each partner's actions by the other [Flanagan and Johansson, 20031, and the
subsequent acting on these expectations [Knoblich and Jordan, 2003]. In neural terms,
motor resonance (the activation of motor areas when perceiving a similar motion from a
conspecific) seems to be involved in motor prediction. A suggested mechanism for this
is thought to be one of emulators, which can be thought of as equivalent to the simulators
mentioned in the previous section, but operating one step ahead of current perceptual pro-
cessing [Wilson and Knoblich, 2005]. These emulators may also play a role in the top-down
perceptual processes discussed above.
Perhaps surprisingly, while the existence and complexity of joint action has been acknowl-
edged for decades, the neuro-cognitive mechanisms underlying it have only received sparse
attention, predominantly over the last few years (for a review, see Sebanz et al. [2006]).
Much of the innovative work being done in the exploration of two humans sharing a task
focuses on embodied structures of cognition, and recent work in neural imaging has re-
peatedly shown evidence for anticipatory structures which come into play during joint
action between two humans [Sebanz et al., 2006]. This thesis proposes to adopt a similar
approach for human-robot joint action.
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Chapter 3
Anticipation
In recent years, the cognitive mechanisms of joint action have received increasing attention
[Sebanz et al., 20061. Among other factors, successful coordinated action has been linked
to the formation of expectations of each partner's actions by the other and the subsequent
acting on these expectations [Knoblich and Jordan, 2003, Wilson and Knoblich, 2005]. We
argue that the same holds for collaborative robots: if they are to go beyond stop-and-go
interaction, agents must take into account not only past events and current perceived state,
but also expectations of their human collaborators.
In this chapter we discuss the first pillar of our human-robot fluency program, an adaptive
anticipatory action selection mechanism for a robotic teammate. We show a probabilis-
tic approach, and analyze our model in a cost-based framework of coordinated shared-
location action. We compare our approach to a purely reactive agent acting within a tradi-
tional perception-action loop, demonstrating a theoretical improvement in joint task effi-
ciency.
We then present results from a study involving untrained human subjects working with
a simulated version of a robot using our anticipatory system. We show a significant im-
provement in best-case task efficiency when compared to users working with a purely
reactive agent. However, we were not able to show this difference being significant when
measuring the mean score over repetitions. We attribute this to the small number of repe-
titions used in our study.
That said, we are not interested solely in efficiency, but also in the qualitative notion of
fluency in coordinated action meshing, ultimately leading to more appropriate collabora-
tive behavior. In a post-study survey we found a significant difference in the perceived
contribution of the robot to the team's fluency and success, as well as its commitment to
the team. Given that there are no generally accepted measures of teamwork fluency, we
raise three fluency metric hypotheses, and evaluate these between the two conditions. We
find the groups to differ significantly in two (time between human and robot action, and
time spent in concurrent motion), but not in a third (human idle time).
3.1 World Description
In this chapter, we model the team fluency problem as a discrete time-based deterministic
decision process including two agents, a robot and a human, working together on a shared
task.
Both robot and human share a common workspace, which at any time point is in one of
a finite number of states E= {s= , ... , s'}, and is initially in state sd'. The agents also
have a number of states E - {sh, ... ,s } (the human's states) and ER {s5,..., sr } (the
robot's states). In our model the robot can only perceive the state of the workspace if it
is in a subset of states, called perceptive states. We shall denote a full state of the system
sn s h', s, sr >, and similarly, E = Ew X EH X ER
Human and robot have distinct abilities, described as two sets of actions, AH {af, .. ., ah
for the human, and AR = {ar, ... , ar} for the robot.
T: ((AH U AR) x E) -* E is a transition function that maps certain state-action pairs to new
states. We denote a particular state-action pair transition in T
sf '(sk) = si -< af ,sk > si
Figure 3-1: Transition costs between two states as a directed graph.
meaning that if agent x C {h, r} (human or robot) performed action i while the world is in
state sk, the world would transition into state s, after applying the action.
A central motivation of our model is to investigate aspects of time associated with actions
of two collaborating agents. Therefore, state transitions are not atomic, and the decision to
take a particular action does not result in an immediate state transition. Instead, moving
between states takes time, and is associated with a known discrete cost, which is a func-
tion of the states before and after the action. This cost can be thought of as the 'distance'
between states, or more generally - the duration it takes to transition between states. We
denote the cost of transitioning between states sk and s; with d(sk, s;).
D: <r2 x E > * N
\W,H,/
Thus when, at time t, agent x E {h, r} decides to take action af on state sk and -rf(sk) = Si,
the world will be in state s, only at time t + d(sk, si). While the other agent may take more
actions during this time, the next time step agent x will be able to take another action is
t + d(sk, si). It can be useful to depict the state transitions as a directed graph, with the
nodes representing the states and the edges the transitions between the states, weighted
by the duration/cost function D (see Figure 3-1). For sake of simplicity, we will sometimes
denote d(sk, si) as dk; as indicated in the figure.
Agents cannot change the other agent's states with their actions, but they operate on a com-
mon workspace. Therefore, our model is clearly ill-defined with regards to race conditions
on the EW state space. There are several possible solutions (such as the use of semaphores
and other synchronization mechanisms). In this work, for the sake of simplicity, we will
assume that actions that change the workspace are locking with regards to actions that
operate on the common workspace for both agents. In the implementation of our model
described below, we solve this race condition by making all state transitions effecting the
workspace atomic.
3.1.1 The Factory World
In our experiments we use a simulated factory setting (Figure 3-2). The goal of the team is
to assemble a cart made of a Body, a Floor, two Axles, and four Wheels. The various parts
have particular ways to be attached to each other - the Body is welded to the Floor, Axles
are riveted to the Floor and Wheels are attached to Axles using a wrench of matching color.
A component is a partially assembled cart segment that includes one or more individual
parts attached to each other, for example Axle + Body + Floor.
The labor is divided between the human and the robot: the human has access to the indi-
vidual parts, and is capable of carrying them and positioning them on the workbench. The
robot is responsible for fetching the correct tool and applying it to the currently pertinent
component configuration in the workbench. Each part has a stock location (with an infinite
supply of parts), and each tool has a storage location, to which it has to be returned for the
robot to be able to find it again. The workbench can, at any one time, contain at most two
components.
In the above-described framework, the workbench state space En = Comps2 , where Comps
is the space of all possible components.1 In our case, |Compsl = 42, and thus IEwI= 42 x
42 = 1764. The robot's state space includes its position at one of the four tools' storage areas
or at the workbench, and whether the robot is holding one of the tools or not. Therefore,
'Note that this is not 2P"', since not all parts can be attached to each other, and some parts can appear
multiple times in a component.
1P 4
Figure 3-2: Simulated factory setting with a human and a robot building carts, while shar-
ing a workbench (gray circle), but dividing their tasks. The robot has access to the tools
(right and top-left of workbench), whereas the human is responsible to bring the parts
(below the workbench). Top left shows a completed cart.
JERI = 25. Similarly, with 6 kinds of parts, |EH = 49. Thus, the size of the state-space in
this simulation is 2,160,900.
The action-space of the robot is
AR ={Workbench, Welder, Rivet, Wrenchl,
Wrench2, PickUp, Put Down, Use}
The first four actions are mobility actions, moving to one of the four locations in the fac-
tory. PickUp and PutDown are operational only in the tool locations, with the latter only
available at the correct storage location of the currently held tool. AH is a similar space
with two more navigation action, and no Use action. To illustrate the state transitions, here
are two examples of transitions brought about by actions in AR (Here, W is Wrenchl, R is
RivetGun):
prik(< SF < Wl ) = < wTh W
Tb1se(<< Floor, Body >,s , < Wrkspc, Welder >>) =
=<< Floor + Body, 0 >, s , < Wrkspc, Welder >>
TrivetGun(< sT, s , < W, >>) =< s, s, < R, 0 >>
The duration cost of a state transition that involves navigation is the distance between
the previous and the new location. The duration cost for state transitions involving the
inventory of an agent, or changes to the workbench, is 1 in this implementation, but could
theoretically be different for each tool.2
The robot can perceive the state of the workbench only when it is located in it. Workbench
state changes that happen while the robot is in any other state are not applied to its internal
representation.
Moreover, we assume that the robot has a function <b that maps the workbench state to
the appropriate tool required to bond the two components on the workbench. For exam-
ple: <(< Floor + Axlel, Wheel1 > ) = Wrenchl. This can be a lookup table, or a decision
process. In our implementation, the agents models the components as having open and
closed male and female attachments to deduct <b. Also note that some workspace states do
not warrant any tool, because they either have an empty component, or two components
that cannot be attached. We mark these function values as 4(s') = 0.
2For example: welding can take longer than riveting, and picking up the wrench could be faster than
picking up the welder.
3.2 Reactive Agents
A baseline agent that is purely responsive to its environment and internal state, can be
defined by an action policy that waits in the workbench when <D(WorkBench) = 0, and
fetches tool x, uses it, returns it, and returns to the workbench when <D(WorkBench)= x.
The obvious fallacy of this policy occurs when the same tool is needed twice in a row
(which can happen with the wheels and axles, in the factory domain), resulting in a super-
fluous sequence of returning and then fetching the same tool. If the distance between the
workspace and the tool is d, and under the assumption that the time it takes for the human
to bring the next part h is smaller than 4d + 3, the total cost of this sequence is 6d + 5.
The naive policy can therefore be improved by delaying the decision to return a tool until
the state of the workbench changes. This prevents the agent from returning a tool before
it is certain that it is not needed again in the next step. We call this policy conservative tool
return. Given the time delay between the two Uses
h-(2d+2) ifh>2d+2,
0 otherwise.
The total cost of the sequence is 2d + 3+ J. The gain in performance is 4d +2 - 6.
However, it is straightforward to demonstrate that there is a negative impact of the "con-
servative tool return" strategy in the case where the next tool needed is different than the
current tool. Note that the cost effect of conservative tool return is dependent not only on
the known world configuration, but also on the turnaround time of the human action h, a
quantity that can not be known but only estimated by the robotic agent. Additionally, the
overall expected cost effect is dependent on the probability distribution on the workbench
configuration over time. It therefore makes sense to discuss an action selection policy
based on these factors, which is the topic of the following section. We will then frame the
two reactive policies discussed here as a subset of the proposed anticipatory policy.
3.3 Anticipatory Action Selection
As discussed in the introduction, humans are remarkably adaptive and increasingly effec-
tive when performing repetitive trials of an identical task collaborating with a consistent
teammate. The use of educated anticipatory action based on expectations of each other's
behavior may be a key ingredient in the achievement of this action fluency. In this section
we will attempt to adopt this insight in the human-robot interaction domain within the
discussed framework.
A necessary assumption for anticipatory action selection in our agent is that the human
collaborator will follow a roughly consistent action pattern, i.e. will make similar decisions
under similar circumstances.
The agent thus models the workbench as a first-order Markov Process.3 The probability of
the workbench state at time t, o', is thus conditional on o, and denoted as
p' = Pr(of = s;Iof_; = sy)
The agent can learn the parameters of this Markov process using a naive Bayesian estimate.
To do this, the agent keeps a one-step history of the state transitions of the workbench. A
change from state s; to state si increases the counter niij. Consequently, p is computed as
w~ _=
k=1n
However, in order to estimate the cost of preemptive action as described in the following
section (which is ill-defined for non-constructive workbench states), and also to reduce the
decision state space, the robot in our factory domain can alternatively model the proba-
3A presumably more realistic model would be to view the collaboration as a Hidden Markov Model, with
the human state transitions being hidden, and the workbench transitions being the evidence layer of the
model. However, since many of the human's state transitions do not affect the workbench state, and the
probability of workbench transitions conditional on the human state transitions Pr(ut' = siah = sy) are not
independent of uw_, it is unclear whether such a model would indeed be of value in our domain, and is
therefore left to future investigation.
bility of the tool needed based on the previous state: if Q(x) = {si : #(si) = x} is the set of
workbench states that warrant tool x, the new probability model learned is now
pxlj = Pr(of' E Q(x)|or' 1 = sj)
We estimate this model as follows: a change from state sj to state si E Q(x) increases the
counter nxli. Using a Laplace correction of 1 [Kohavi et al., 1997], pxlj is then estimated by
nxi + 1
Pxii iroolsi n lk=1n;+
3.3.1 Action Selection
As the agent only perceives the workbench state (and therefore information about the tran-
sition distribution) when it is in the workbench state, it makes sense to make decisions in
terms of action sequences. The acquisition of these sequences is beyond the scope of this
work, but suffice to say that in our scenario the agent needs only to consider action se-
quences that begin and terminate while it is in the workbench state.
In the discussed factory domain we can identify four proto-sequences (state transitions for
the full sequences are presented in square brackets):
1. Pick up a tool and use it
[< sr, 0 >-+< sr , x >]
2. Return a tool and return to workbench
[< sr, x >-+4< sr, O >]
3. Return a tool, bring a new tool, and use it
[< sr, x >->+< sr, y >]
4. Do nothing and wait
[sr -+ sr]
The action selection process operates as follows: at any time the robot is in the work-
bench state, it evaluates the cost of each of the proto-sequences. Proto-sequence 1 needs
to be grounded for each tool and proto-sequence 3 needs to be grounded for each of the
currently not held tools. Given the probability distribution, the robot can compute the ex-
pected cost for choosing each of the strategies, and selects a grounded sequence optimizing
for cost. In calculating the expected cost for proto-sequences 1-3, we need to assume that
Vi.[h < 2do;]. Also note that the cost in our calculations includes performing the correct
action afterwards. Denoting the current state of the workbench sj, and the workbench
position 0, the expected duration cost of proto-sequence 1-3 are
Cost1(x) =p j1 (2dox + 2)+
Py [ p j(3dox + dxy+ doy+ 4)]
y#x
ITooIs|
Cost2 (x)= Y [Pklj(2dox + 2doy + 3)]
y= 1
Cost3(x, y) =Pyj(dox + dxy + dyO + 3)+
P Jp j(dox + dxy + 2dyo + dyz + dzo + 5)]
zfy
Action sequence 4 is unique insofar as it is dependent not only on the state transitions
in the workbench, but also on the behavior of the human teammate. If the human's next
workbench-changing action is at time t + h, the cost of waiting is the cost of performing
the correct action with complete confidence, plus h. For the case that the robot is holding a
tool z:
Cost4 = Pzij + Y [pyj;(doz +dzy + dyo+ 3)] + h
yfz
For the case that the robot is not holding a tool:
|Tools\
Cost4 = [pglj(2doy + 2)] + h
y= 1
However, Since h is not directly accessible to the robotic agent, its estimate can be used
as a confidence parameter, adjusting between an aggressively anticipatory behavior and a
more cautious approach (see also below).
Using the above notation, we can now rephrase the previously discussed reactive agent
behaviors. The naive agent's policy can be viewed as selecting proto-sequence 2 when-
ever it is holding a tool in the workbench, and selecting proto-sequence 1 whenever a tool
is warranted. The agent employing conservative tool return can be rephrased as select-
ing proto-sequence 4 whenever no tool is warranted, and selecting proto-sequence 1 or
3 if a workbench state warrants a tool. This rephrasing enables comparison between the
different policies, as described in the following section.
3.3.2 Analysis
Figure 3-3 demonstrates the adaptation of cost-optimizing anticipatory action vis-a-vis a
consistent human teammate with h = 250 and the factory layout as depicted in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-3(a) depicts the expected cost for the five available action sequences when the
robot perceives the Floor in the workbench, holding nothing, over 31 trials in which the
human consistently brings the Body in this situation. We can see that Sequence 4 (wait-
ing) is the cost-optimizing action for trials 1-4, and that getting the Welder becomes the
optimal anticipatory action from trial 5 onwards. In contrast, Figure 3-3(b) shows that
when holding the RivetGun and perceiving Floor + Body + Axle2 (with a human consis-
tently bringing Wheel3 to the workbench), Sequence 2-returning the RivetGun-becomes
Floor -> Body, holding nothing
1800 -__________
cost1(Wrench1)
1600- ---- cost (Wrench2)
------ cost (Rivet-Gun)
1400 - cost,(Welder)
Z 1200 - cost4
E
1000 -
800 -
600-
400-
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
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(a)
Floor+Body+Axle2 -> Wheel3, holding the RivetGun
1800- cost2(Rivet-Gun)
- -cost3 (Rivet-Gun ->Wrench1)
cost3(Rivet-Gun->Wrench2)
1400 - cost3(Rivet-Gun->Welder)
-e cost4
E
. 1000-
800-
oo
400
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Trial
(b)
Figure 3-3: Cost evaluation with a simulated human teammate. In (a) the robot is hold-
ing nothing and perceiving the Floor with a consistent human always bringing the Body
next; in (b) the robot is holding the RivetGun and perceiving Floor + Body + Axle2 with a
consistent human bringing Wheel3.
optimal starting from the second trial. This difference becomes apparent considering the
location of the Wrench on the opposite side of the workbench, making it considerably more
expensive to wait, the more confident the robot gets that the Wrench is needed next. It it
interesting to note that due to the particular tool arrangement, returning the RivetGun
and pre-fetching the Wrench does not become cost-optimizing even after 31 trials. While
it does become more optimal than waiting after eight consistent trials, the cost of an er-
roneous prediction, even as it becomes extremely unlikely, is still too high, resulting in a
preference for Sequence 2 over Sequence 3. Note that this does not hold for other decision
junctions. For example, holding the Welder with a consistent need for the RivetGun, pre-
fetching it on the way back from the Welder location becomes cost-optimizing on the sixth
trial (not shown in figure).
Using the analysis in the previous section, we can now compare the reactive agents to our
proposed method. In the case described in Figure 3-3(a), our algorithm is equal to the re-
active agents (equivalent to Sequence 4) in trials 1-4, and outperforms them increasingly
as the amount of evidence increases. In the case described in Figure 3-3(b), the naive reac-
tive agent is equivalent to Sequence 2, slightly outperforming our method in the first trial,
and then matching it, while the conservative tool return agent (equivalent to Sequence 4)
chooses a more costly approach than our method from trial two onward. Generally speak-
ing, using h = 250 in the factory scenario, we usually see the agent outperforming the
reactive agents within 2 trials, and converging into full anticipatory behavior within 10
trials.
In actual trial runs with an experienced and consistent human teammate, we can see ev-
idence to that effect. Whereas the reactive agent with conservative tool return remains
constant at a construction cost4 of circa 800, the anticipatory adaptive agent shows a sig-
nificant improvement after the first trial and again at the sixth trial, finally settling at a
lower per-cart construction cost of circa 650 (Figure 3-4).
Figure 3-5 shows the effects of inconsistency on the human teammate's part. Given the
4The cost units, when measured with a human teammate, are in simulation frames, running at 30 frames
per second.
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Figure 3-4: Change in per-cart construction time with an expert consistent human vis-a-vis
the reactive agent (left) and the adaptive anticipatory agent (right).
Floor in the workbench, the human in this case brings the Body with a probability of 70%,
and an Axle with a probability of 30%. The result is that waiting for the human's next
move remains cost-optimizing for 12 iterations, delaying the anticipatory behavior of the
agent and resulting in slower convergence into a fluent and efficient activity pattern.
A final note regarding the risk-taking parameter h, which we defined as the estimated time
the human's turn takes: varying h (Figure 3-6) affects the relative optimality of Sequence 4
(waiting for the human). Lowering h significantly corresponds to an expectation that the
human returns very quickly with the next part, resulting in a risk-averse policy. At the
junction depicted in Figure 3-3(a), for example, lowering h to 10 will render the decision
function equivalent to the 'conservative tool return' reactive agent discussed above. Set-
ting h = 500 results in an agent performing anticipatory actions as soon as trial one. Fixing
h at 100 results in taking the correct anticipatory action at trial 16, instead of trial 5.
Ideally, h should be specific per state, as well as learned over time as the agent collects
more data regarding the turnaround time of the human teammate.
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Figure 3-5: Effect of an inconsistent human teammate: graph shows perceiving the Floor
with an human teammate bringing the Body with a probability of 70% and an Axle with a
probability of 30%.
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Figure 3-6: Cost analysis perceiving the Floor with a consistent human teammate, but
varying the estimated human turnaround cost h.
3.4 Human Subject Study
To further investigate the effect of adaptive anticipatory action selection, we conducted
a human subject study. We expected to see an increase in efficiency as predicted by the
theoretical analysis, as well as an increase in the perceived contribution of the robot to the
team's fluency and success.
3.4.1 Experimental Design
We recruited 32 participants (15 female) from the MIT community through email solicita-
tion and posters. Participants arrived at our laboratory and were arbitrarily assigned to
one of two experiment conditions. Subjects in Group A (the REACTIVE condition) interacted
with a reactive agent using the "conservative tool return" policy; those in Group B (the
ANTICIPATORY condition) interacted with an anticipatory agent.
All the participants received the following identical instructions (edited for brevity, omit-
ting user interface instructions):
In this study you play a video game. This game has two characters, Symon,
a forklift-like robot in a cart factory and an avatar representing you, the hu-
man. Symon is surrounded by four tools: the welder, the rivet gun and two
wrenches. The human is surrounded by six kinds of cart components: a floor,
a body, two kinds of axles, and two kinds of wheels. In the center of the screen
is a round workspace.
In this game your goal is for the human-robot team to build 10 carts. Each of
the team members has their own role in this joint effort. The human's role is to
bring components to the workspace, the robot's role is to attach the car parts
using the tools. The following tools attach the following components:
1. The wrench attaches a wheel to the matching color axle
2. The welder attaches the floor to the body
3. The rivet gun attaches both the axles to the floor
A complete car has one floor, one body, two axles (one of each kind), and four
wheels (two of each kind).
The robot can only use a tool if there are exactly two cart parts in the workspace.
Each of these parts can be made up of more than one simple components. For
example - the workspace could contain one part made up of an axle with two
wheels, and one part made up of a floor with a body attached to it. In this case
the robot could use the rivet gun. If there are more or less than two parts in the
workspace, the robot can't do anything.
Your goal is to build cars in the least amount of time. A cart's construction time
is measured from the moment the first part is dropped in the workspace and
until the cart is completed. You can always see your best score and your last
score, as well as the all-time best score, in the corner of the screen.
The instructions were phrased so as to imply the importance of the team as a joint per-
forming entity. To control for instruction bias, neither group was told whether the robot
will adapt to their behavior. Before beginning the experiment, participants were allowed
to practice for an unlimited amount with the software, set to their assigned experimental
condition.
3.4.2 Results
Of the participants, five had to be eliminated from the study. Two violated the experimen-
tal protocol, one experienced a software crash, one was significantly inattentive, resulting
in scattered behavior, and for one subject the logging functionality was not working, re-
sulting in a loss of data. This left us with 27 subjects, 14 in Group A and 13 in Group B. All
32 completed a post-study survey regarding their experience.
Table 3.1 shows total cart construction measures for the population. Cost units are in sim-
ulation frames at 30 frames per second.
Table 3.1: Total cart completion metrics for untrained human subjects in the reactive
(Group A) and adaptive anticipatory condition (Group B). We compare each subject's best
score in ten trials, mean score over ten trials, and tenth trial, using a T-test for independent
samples
Each subject's best performance is significantly better at a confidence level of 98% in the
adaptive anticipatory case compared to the reactive case. Measuring the mean construc-
tion time over ten trials, as well as the time for construction of the tenth cart, we find the
subjects in the anticipatory case to be better (at p < 0.1), but not significantly at a 95%
confidence level. We believe that this is in part due to the fact that several subjects in
Group B took a number of inconsistent trials to identify that the robot was adaptive, lead-
ing to a convergence to a stable construction pattern only in the last few carts (see also:
Section 3.4.3). According to this hypothesis, both the mean and the final cart construction
cost would be significantly lower in the anticipatory case if there were more trial runs per
subject.
Survey
In the post-experimental survey, we found significant differences between participants in
the two groups. On a seven-point Likert scale, subjects in the ANTICIPATORY condition
selected a significantly higher mark than those in the REACTIVE condition, when asked
whether "The robot's performance was an important contribution to the success of the
team", "The robot contributed to the fluency of the interaction", and "It felt like the robot
was committed to the success of the team". Figures 3-7 through 3-9 show the differences
Score REACTIVE ANTICIPATORY
metric mean I std.dev. mean I std.dev t(25)
Best 1091.6 200.5 930.1 105.6 2.59;
p < 0.02
Mean 1423.5 328.6 1233.3 227.5 1.73;
not signif.
Final 1182.4 274.3 1030.7 154.8 1.75;
not signif.
'The robot's performance was an important contribution to the success of the team."
t(30)=2.871, p<0.01 **
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Figure 3-7: Significant self-report difference between participants in the REACTIVE (Group
A) and the ANTICIPATORY (Group B) conditions, using a T-test for independent samples.
Error bars indicate standard error.
in self-report between the two conditions.
The two groups did not differ significantly when subjects were asked whether they them-
selves were "committed to the success of the team", or whether they "trusted the robot to
do the right thing at the right time." Both groups averaged between 6 and 7 on these two
questions.
Measures of Fluency
In sum, we found significant differences between the two conditions in the subjects' percep-
tion of fluency as well as in their perception of the robot's commitment and contribution
to the team's success. This conclusion is further embellished by the qualitative findings
described in Section 3.4.3 below. At the same time, the mean (and convergent) task effi-
ciency of the team was not significantly different between the conditions. This contradic-
tory phenomenon could suggest that the notion of fluency, commitment, and appropriate
-- r-
'The robot contributed to the fluency of the interaction."
t(30)=2.998, p<0.01 **
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Figure 3-8: Significant self-report difference between participants in the REACTIVE (Group
A) and the ANTICIPATORY (Group B) conditions, using a T-test for independent samples.
Error bars indicate standard error.
"It felt like the robot was committed to the success of the team."
t(28)=3.214, p<0.01 **
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Figure 3-9: Significant self-report difference between participants in the REACTIVE (Group
A) and the ANTICIPATORY (Group B) conditions, using a T-test for independent samples.
Error bars indicate standard error.
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Figure 3-10: Three measures of fluency per cart over ten trials, averaged over study condi-
tion A (REACTIVE) and B (ANTICIPATORY). (a) percentage of concurrent motion within
trial; (b) percentage of human idle time; (c) aggregate time between human PutDown to
robot Use delay.
teamwork are separate from those of simple task-time efficiency. If this is the case, we
would like to discern possible quantitatively measurable causes for the above-mentioned
perceptual differences.
However, while there is a large body of work measuring verbal fluency, there are no
generally accepted measures of fluency in shared-location joint action, even for human
teams. We therefore propose three fluency metric hypotheses, and compare the mean per-
formance of the two groups along these measures in a post-hoc analysis of our study.
" Hypothesis I: Concurrent motion - In post-experiment interviews, some of our partici-
pants noted a sense that the team was well synchronized when "both team members
were constantly in motion". We tested the hypothesis that the amount of human-
robot concurrent motion was different between the anticipatory and the reactive con-
dition. To do so, we measured the percentage of frames within each trial in which
both human and robot were in motion (i.e. in transition between two location-based
internal states), and indeed found those to be significantly different between the two
groups (A: 0.227; B: 0.322; t(25)=3.11; p < 0.005). Figure 3-10(a) shows the mean per-
centage of concurrent motion for each of the 10 trials, averaged over subjects in each
group. The graph shows that while the percentage of concurrent motion is improv-
ing for both groups, it does so at a higher rate in the anticipatory action condition.
" Hypothesis II: Human idle time - Our second hypothesis for a measure of fluency
is the amount of time the human spent waiting for the robot. We postulated that
if the human was to spend much time waiting, it would feel like the team was not
working fluently. However, measuring the percentage of frames in which the human
waiting (i.e. not doing anything, and not in transition between two location-based
states), we found no significant difference between the two groups (Figure 3-10(b)).
This was true for both the mean and the convergent human idle time. Both groups
decreased the human waiting time at an approximately equal rate, and with similar
results.
* Hypothesis III: Functional delay - We denote our third hypothesis "functional delay",
i.e. we postulate that the amount of time passing between the human's action and
the robot's consequent action was different between the two conditions. To test this,
we measured the time between the human's Put Down action and the robot's subse-
quent Use action. We found this measure to be significantly lower for Group B (A:
436.78; B: 310.64; t(25)=5.04; p < 0.001), and more decidedly so for the second half of
each subject's trial sequence, after the robot has adapted to the human's construction
pattern (A: 432.07; B: 205.08; t(25)=6.28; p < 0.001) (Figure 3-10(c)). In the reactive
case, there is virtually no change across trials.
While not ruling out additional factors, this evidence points in a promising direction with
regards to possible quantitative measures affecting fluency in human-robot joint action.
However, these findings are only initial and lay the groundwork for future research, in
which each of these hypotheses needs to be separately controlled for, and evaluated for its
effect on the human team member's perception of the robot's fluency, commitment, and
task contribution.
3.4.3 Discussion
The open-ended segment of the post-experiment questionnaire reveals a qualitative dif-
ference between the two conditions. Several subjects in Group B noticed the anticipatory
behavior and remarked on it positively, e.g.: "it was nice when [the robot] anticipated
my next move", or "[the] robot's anticipation of my actions was impressive and exciting".
Negative remarks in Group B usually referred to a desire for even more anticipatory be-
havior, such as "[the robot] could do better by getting the first tool before/while I take the
first part, because it was a consistent process and could be predicted", or "the robot should
watch what I'm grabbing in advance."
Somewhat surprisingly, many subjects in Group A - without having been informed that
the study was related to anticipatory action or that the robot was meant to be adaptive -
noted with frustration that the robot did not predict their actions. We view this tendency
as indicative of the fact that adaptiveness and anticipatory action are natural expectations
of a robotic teammate in a repetitive task. Quotes from Group A included: "I was hoping
that the robot would learn to anticipate more", "I expected more predictive behavior from
the robot", "[the] robot was not able to anticipate [the] human's actions", and "it might
have been more efficient if after a few carts the robot could pick up on the order in which
i was bringing in the parts and be prepared with the equipment to join it."
Group A's positive comments regarding the robot's performance were limited to remarks
shaped by a low level of expectation from the agent: "The robot seemed to do what was
expected", "the robot did not mess up", and "the robot was highly responsive and never let
the human down with its predictability," were representative responses in this condition.
Notions of Teamwork
It is interesting to note that several subjects in Group A noted that the team felt "lopsided",
that "the human was the one who strategized, the robot just sat there", that the human
"was more important than the robot", and that "the team's performance was highly de-
pendent on human innovation". Subjects in this group concluded that "the robot seemed
more like an assembly tool than a team member", that they "didn't see the robot as a team
player", that the robot was used "as a tool", and one subject said that they "didn't get
a sense that the robot really cared about the success of the team." In contrast, in Group
B only one subject noted that they "felt that the success or failure of the task was [their]
responsibility." Conversely, one other stated that they "trusted [the robot] more over time,
as it seemed to anticipate what [they were] going to do." The rest of the subjects in Group
B did not address the balance of the team, the issue of trust, or that of commitment, in any
way
Effect of Repetition Size
As noted in Section 3.4.2, we believe that the relatively minor improvement in mean task
efficiency through anticipatory action is related to the small number of repeating trials in
the experiment. Appraisal of server logs, as well as user testimony, reveals that in many
cases subjects experimented with various construction strategies in the first few runs,
which caused the Bayesian model to converge more slowly. This seemed to be particularly
true when subjects noticed that the robot changed its behavior, causing them to experiment
with different construction sequences in an attempt to reveal the robot's modus operandi.
One reason for this behavior was the experiment's insistence on identical instructions for
both groups, not revealing that the robot would adapt to the human's consistent behav-
ior. Several subjects explicitly noted that the team would have performed better had they
known in advance that the robot learned to anticipate their actions. Another possible way
to counter this effect would be to discount the learning over time (see also: Section 3.5).
Effect of "Best Score" Indicator
We also believe that the display of the game's all-time "Best Score" in the user interface
was detrimental to the experiment as it might have caused subjects to experiment with
different strategies instead of forming a consistent behavior pattern. Originally intended
to motivate subjects to faster performance, the exceedingly good record time (only pos-
sible with a well-adapted agent) provoked subjects to question their strategy attaining a
significantly worse score, and subsequently to change it several times over the course of
the experiment.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a framework for evaluating shared human-robot fluency,
and have presented a cost-based anticipatory action selection mechanism. We showed
initial results on both the theoretical analysis of this method and its effect on untrained
humans, showing significant differences in the subject's perception of the robot's fluency,
commitment, and contribution, while showing only a small difference in mean and conver-
gent task efficiency. In order to explain this discrepancy, as well as quantitatively evaluate
the notion of fluency, we proposed three fluency metric hypotheses and compared these
between conditions, finding significant differences along two of these metrics.
Several improvements to our method present themselves: in the discussed framework,
the robot has no knowledge of the structure of the task. Domain-specific knowledge can
decrease the action space at each decision point and fortify the accuracy of the probabilities
of subsequent states.
We believe that our system can also be made more robust by introducing a discount fac-
tor in the learned state transition distribution, making more recent moves by the human
teammate more salient to the robot.
Furthermore, the estimate of the human's turnaround time h should be state-specific and
could be learned by the robot during the collaboration.
It also makes sense to evaluate the relative effect achieved by the state transition distribu-
tion learning, as opposed to the cost analysis during action selection. Also, the scalability
of our method should be evaluated by increasing task complexity.
Additionally, the effects of anticipatory action vis-a-vis an expert - instead of a naive -
human teammate, is of interest, as is a controlled evaluation of the effects of the proposed
fluency metrics on the efficiency of the task and the perceived fluency and commitment of
the robot.
Chapter 4
A Perception-Action Cognitive Architecture
for HRI Fluency
In the previous chapter, we investigated the probabilistic concept of anticipatory action.
Wishing to represent this concept as part of a perceptual symbol system, we now describe
our core cognitive architecture - inspired by the neuropsychological principles and find-
ings outlined in Section 2.1 - modeling concepts as perceptional symbols and allowing for
a dynamic processing stream through the establishment of top-down perceptual simula-
tion and emulation. We also describe the relation between perceptual symbols and actions,
and show how action selection is biased via the change in perceptual parameters.
Grounded in perceptual symbol theories of cognition, and in particular that of simulators
[Barsalou, 1999], we model concepts as perceptual processes and biases, residing within
the perceptual system rather than in an amodal centralized semantic network.
4.1 Modality Streams
The highest-level organizing principle of a perceptual modality is a Modality Stream in
which process nodes filter perceptual signals from the world (through the sensory layer)
towards action (Figure 4-1). These process nodes can be thought of as akin to Damasio's
convergence zones [Damasio, 1989, Simmons and Barsalou, 2003].
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of a modality stream
Within each modality stream, there exist process nodes of three types, in order of distance
from the sensory layer: features, properties, and concepts. These types of nodes are elabo-
rated upon later in this chapter. Connections between nodes in a stream are not binary, but
weighted according to the relative influence they exert on each other. Similar weights also
affect the top-down processing influence between various nodes.
In addition, inspired by neurological findings, process nodes in a certain modality's per-
ception stream are not isolated, and can be connected to nodes in different modality streams
and to action nodes. It seems reasonable to believe that in most cases these inter-modal
and perception-action connections occur on the concept level. However, we have found it
useful in some cases to directly connect feature and property nodes across modalities.
4.2 Process Nodes
The basic data structure in a modality stream is the process node, shown in Figure 4-2. A
process node may correspond to a certain perceptual process (such as finding speed of a
tracked object), may "react" through activation to a certain perceptual feature (such as the
existence of a certain color), or both.
Process nodes have a set of outgoing (downstream or afferent) connections and a set of
incoming (upstream or efferent) connections. The direction of the arrows in the diagrams
in this thesis corresponds to the bottom-up perceptual processing from sensory activation
to concept and action. However, it is important to note that efferent activation also flows
in the network in the opposite direction to the diagram arrows.
Each process node contains a floating-point activation value, a, which represents its exci-
tatory state, may affect its internal processing, and is in turn forwarded (potentially altered
by the node's processing) to the node's downstream connections. This downstream acti-
vation is multiplied by the weight of the connection through which the activation travels.
A separate simulated activation value o- is also taken into account in the node's activation
behavior and processing (see: Section 4.3). This happens in two ways: a dampened simu-
lation value o x f, - where f, denotes a simulation-forwarding factor - is added to the
activation propagation when a node activates its downstream processing nodes. In addi-
tion, a + a is used as a motor action trigger value in the so-called action nodes described in
more detail below.
The basic downstream operation of a process node is shown in Code Segment 1. Whenever
an incoming connection activates the node, it processes the incoming activation values a
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Figure 4-2: Schematic of a process node.
and data d coming in from its incoming connections and adds the processed activation
a' to its own activation value a. This value, in combination with the processed data d' is
then used to activate to its downstream connections. The particular decision on altering the
node's processed activation value a' and possibly altering the incoming data is determined
in each node's INTERNAL-PROCESS method, reflecting the node's behavior.
Whenever a node is not activated, its internal activation value a decays linearly, and the
residual activation value a is used to activate downstream connections without additional
data.
4.3 Simulation
Downstream activation alone does not enable us to model the simulated perception caused
by efferent connections, which is considered to exist in the human perceptual system. To
enable top-down processing and to model the bidirectional nature of the cognitive archi-
Code Segment 1 Afferent activation of a process node.
PROCESSNODE-ACTIVATE(node, a, d)
1 if a = 0
2 then return
3 [a', d'] = INTERNAL-PROCESS(a, d)
4 a <-- a+a'
5 down-act = a+ x fs
6 for each node' in outgoing-connections
7 do PROCESSNODE-ACTIVATE(node', out-connection-weight(node') x down-act, d')
tecture attempted in this work, we must implement a mechanism to simulate perception
from the concept down towards the sensory system.
According to this principle, the activation of a concept can evoke the construction of past
and fictional perceptual snapshots. Citing Barsalou [19991: "Productivity in perceptual
symbol systems is approximately the symbol formation process run in reverse. During
symbol formation, large amounts of information are filtered out of perceptual representa-
tions to form a schematic representation of a selected aspect. During productivity, small
amounts of the information filtered out are added back."
The mechanism enabling the top-down processing of perceptual memory is the efferent
connection between process nodes within a certain modality. In this framework, both acti-
vation and data are assembled from higher-level processing nodes and collected in lower-
level perceptual processes, influencing their activation and data handling.
4.3.1 Design considerations
Enabling top-down processing through simulation raises two key design questions:
The first is whether a separate simulation mechanism is necessary at all, or whether simu-
lation could be modeled within the normal perceptual activation framework.
We have found the single-stream approach insufficient for two reasons: if nodes are con-
nected both upstream and downstream with symmetrical connections, simulated percep-
tion would result in an excessively high activation of perceptual processing nodes. We
wanted to allow for simulated activation to be appropriately dampened in comparison to
sensor-derived activation, when appropriate.
Furthermore, when activation works both in the afferent and the efferent direction at the
same time, the system risks falling into a feedback loop in which downstream activations
would immediately activate the upstream nodes that feed them, deranging into constant
full-fledged activation unrelated to incoming sensory data.
We have therefore opted for a separate activation and simulation process, which uses two
kinds of connections enabling the system to flow dampened simulated activations in par-
allel to full sensor-derived activations. This might also be in line with current findings in
neural activation, which identifies separate afferent and efferent activation streams in the
human brain [Barsalou, 2007].
The second question was whether a node needs to have a single activation value, and
therefore a simulated activation affects the same activation value as a sensor-derived ac-
tivation. This would mean that simulated activation is internally indistinguishable from
a sensor-derived activation, and would imply that - within our system -simulating an
experience really is equivalent to experiencing it.
While empirical evidence in neuro-psychology is inconclusive as to that question, we be-
lieved that it was worthwhile to explore this "strict" variant of simulated perception. How-
ever, while we were able to model a simple task (as the one in Chapter 5) using this ap-
proach, we found it insufficient for a more complex modeling task (as the one in Chapter 6).
For that reason, we have added the simulation value o to the modeling of the process node
as described above.
In sum, Code Segment 6 shows the efferent activation (simulation) function of a process
node.
Code Segment 2 Efferent simulation of a process node.
PROCEssNODE-SIMULATE(node, s, d)
1 if s = 0
2 then return
3 [s', d'] = INTERNAL-PROCESS-SIMULATE(s, d)
4 o - a + s'
5 for each node' in incoming-connections
6 do PROCEssNODE-SIMULATE(node', in-connection-weight(node') x s', d')
4.3.2 Top-down processing
A central claim of this work is that fluency in human-robot interaction can be achieved
by simulated perception biasing the the dynamics of the perceptual system through top-
down processing. Figure 4-3 exemplifies this approach in a simple inter-modal simulation
example: an auditory percept (in (a), the sound "Elmo") activates a canonical visual mem-
ory of the figure, which - using the same pathway utilized in visual perception - detects
the dominant color of the image. This color is then used as a bias affecting the low-level
visual buffer, shifting it towards detection of similarly colored areas, eventually priming
the system to detect the Elmo puppet in the visual field more easily. For comparison, (b)
shows the same visual processing map when an auditory "Kermit" is used to prime the
perceptual system.
In the architecture described herein, simulation affects perceptual activation by lowering
the bottom-up perceptual activation necessary for the activation of various process nodes.
This in turn lowers the actual sensory-based activation threshold for action triggering,
resulting in increasingly automatic motor behavior based on simulated data. This principle
will become clearer when elucidated by the implementation examples brought forth in the
following two chapters.
(a)
Figure 4-3: Top-down processing and
ciative memory model.
cross-modal activation in a perceptual-based asso-
4.4 Types of Process Nodes
We classify the process nodes in our systems into four categories: Sensory, Feature, Prop-
erty, and Concept nodes. The distinction between three perceptual categories (Feature,
Property, and Concept) should be thought of as a conceptual categorization rather than a
functional one, as there is no inherent difference between the behavior of nodes in each of
these three categories. Sensor Nodes, on the other hand, are special in that they initiate the
activation propagation triggered by the world events to which they serve as an interface.
Sensor Nodes are activated by external world events, and are the only nodes that are
explicitly enumerated by the system for activation.
Feature Nodes represent the first-level feature extraction from the sensory activation. They
usually generate a data packet associated with their activation.
Property Nodes are second-level detection nodes, which operate on feature data. Their
activation represents a single property, the extent of which is indicated by the level
of their activation.
Concept Nodes are the highest level intramodal process nodes. Their activation is based
on a pattern of property node activations, and they usually represent a specific modal-
ity's "gateway" to action nodes, as well as to other modalities (akin to the Modality
CZs in Simmons and Barsalou [2003]).
4.5 Action Nodes and the Action Network
Similar to the modality stream model, actions are also organized along activation nodes,
called action nodes. These reside in a so-called action network.
While in most ways similar to the process nodes described above, action nodes are subject
to additional management by the action network since they access a joint and exclusive
resource - the motor system. In the past, several models have been offered for motor
control arbitration, in robotics [Brooks, 1991] as well as in animated characters [Perlin and
Goldberg, 1996, Burke et al., 2001].
This work arbitrates motor control in the following manner: each action node is associated
with a motor behavior, as well as a set of joints affected by its behavior. Additionally, action
nodes are grouped into exclusivity cliques, denoting a mutually exclusive set of actions that
cannot overlap.
Each action has an activation threshold above which it will trigger the motor behavior as-
sociated with it. Importantly, in order to determine activation triggering, both the current
activation value a and the current simulation value o- are taken into account, as described
earlier in this chapter. Actions can be "one-way" or "return", meaning that an action be-
havior can play out from the current joint configuration to a new one, or it can be one that
automatically returns to its original joint configuration.
Some actions are "binary" in nature, which means that, once they have been triggered,
they will move from their start to their end position, and possibly back, regardless of the
activation value. Other actions are "variable", moving to an extent of their behavior that's
proportional to their activation value. In any case, if the action node activation drops
below a second threshold, the action will either cease (for "one-way" actions) or return to
its original state (for "return" actions).
When two or more actions, which are not in the same exclusivity clique, attempt to control
a joint, the joint's behavior is blended by the action network into an average of these joint
requests, much as described in Burke et al. [2001].
When an action is activated while another action in its exclusivity clique is running then,
if the new action's activation is higher than the one currently running, it will abort that
action's behavior. If its activation is lower, the new action request is delayed until its acti-
vation supersedes the currently running action.
A central claim of this thesis is that perceptual processing and action are not separate sys-
tems, but part of the same inter-effective mechanism. This principle is implemented in the
fact that the activation process does not distinguish between perception and action nodes,
and the same connection-weight logic is applied to both kinds of nodes. Moreover, simu-
lation also involves both perception and action, enabling a motor action to bias perceptual
processing if it is activated, be it to a full extent, or only partially as part of an inactive
motor simulation.
4.6 The Update Loop
Code Segment 3 shows the top-level update loop of our perceptual symbol system. Each
sensory input activates the appropriate sensor node, which in turn propagates this activa-
tion according to its afferent connections. Similarly, simulated perceptions activate simu-
lation chains in the efferent direction. Finally, in the action network update, each action
node gets an opportunity to adjust the joint position based on its current activation value,
and those of other action nodes.
Code Segment 3 Main update loop.
MAIN-UPDATE(sensor-input, simulation-in put)
1 for each si in sensor-input
2 do sensor <- FIND-SENSOR(modality-streams, si)
3 data, value <- GET-DATA-VALUE(Si)
4 PROCEssNODE-ACTIVATE(sensor, value, data)
5 for each si in simulation-in put
6 do node, data, value <- GET-NODE-DATA-VALUE(si)
7 PROCEssNODE-SIMULATE(node, value, data)
8 ACTIONNETWORK-UPDATE()
Figure 4-4 shows a visualization of an active perception-action system as used in the im-
plemented cognitive network described in Chapter 6.
In the architecture laid out above, practice operates as follows: as expectations are increas-
ingly formed (through mechanisms similar to those described in Chapter 3), simulated
perceptions prime the process nodes in the perceptual streams and enable less perceptual
input to result in earlier action activation. This corresponds to the proposition that practice
moves action activation from deliberate and slow to automatic and fast processes. More-
over, we achieve this result through a perceptual simulator approach, as well as through
the integration of perception and action.
Figure 4-4: Screenshot from the software running the perception-action network described
in this chapter, as used in the implementation in Chapter 6
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4.7 Connection Reinforcement
An additional mechanism of practice in our system is that of weight reinforcement on exist-
ing activation connections. While most node connections are fixed and set by the designer
of the perception-action network, some can be assigned to a connection reinforcement sys-
tem, which will dynamically change the connection weights between the nodes.
This refinement of connection weight can be conceived to be influenced by a number of
factors, such as frequency of co-ocurrance, the contingency between the two nodes, atten-
tion while creating the perceptual memory, and affective states during perception'. Roy
and Pentland's work in multimodal concept learning suggests insight into the potential
acquisition of these intermodal connections [Roy and Pentland, 2002].
In the implementations described in the following chapters, connection reinforcement
works according to the contingency principle, with the aim of reinforcing connections that
co-occur frequently and consistently, and decreasing the weight of connections that are
infrequent or inconsistent.
More formally, let a, denote the activation value of the upstream (or start) node of a connec-
tion governed by the connection reinforcement mechanism, and ae the activation value of
the downstream (or end) node of the same connection. Then, if as is greater than a thresh-
old a, we compute 6s-e = (as - a) x (ae - #), for a second threshold 3. This value 6s-e is
then added to the current connection weight.
Let 6, = maxe( 6ose) and E, = argmaxe(6 s-e). E, is thus the downstream node of node s
that applies for the highest reinforcement value at a given moment. In each update, we
additionally decrease the connection weight of all connections s -- > e, for e / Es, by 6s.
The result of this approach will reinforce consistent coincidental activations, but inhibit
competing reinforcements stemming from the same source node. The effects of this ap-
proach are empirically analyzed in Section 6.4.1.
'The role of attention and affective state on the retention of learned or practiced mechanisms could explain
why certain marginal lessons are retained for a long time if they occurred in a highly attuned or traumatic
setting
4.8 Design Principles
Our cognitive design can be viewed as a hybrid approach between a connectionist model,
based on activation values, and an information-based or algorithmic model. While each
process node models a certain excitatory value, it is not equivalent to a strict neural rep-
resentation of a single scalar. Instead a node represents a higher-level logical operation
through its reaction to, and processing of, incoming data and the forwarding of a ma-
nipulated copy of said data to its downstream connections. So, while - on a high level
- we model our system according to neural perceptual streams and inspired by neuro-
psychological models of brain region segmentation, we do not emphasize low-level neu-
rological fidelity, but instead use authored algorithmic processes within each of the process
nodes.
This stems from a belief that a biologically inspired, yet computationally authored ap-
proach is appropriate for robotic systems, as they are situated and embodied, and thus
need to operate in real time and with noisy sensory data. This is particularly true when
the explicit aim of this work is achieving a sense of fluency and speed in the robot's be-
havior. In addition, our model makes authorship - which we argue is implicit even in
so-called "pure" connectionist models - explicit, and allows the HRI system builder to
take full advantage of algorithmic design, instead of painstakingly designing around this
ostensible limitation.
While predominantly intended to empirically evaluate the principles of perceptual sim-
ulation in repetition practice for HRI as laid out in this and the following chapters, our
architecture can also serve as a basis for future development of similar human-robot team-
work systems. The following principles may guide the designer of such a system:
Action network: Enumerating and authoring the actions the robot is capable of is usually
the first step in the cognitive network design. The robot's potential actions should
then be classified into "binary" and "variable" actions, as well as into "one-way" and
"return" actions.
Modality streams: Usually one modality stream should be planned for each sensor of the
robot. A proprioceptive modality stream is often easy to implement, and should be
defined as well if task-appropriate. This modality stream keeps track of current joint
positions of the robot.
Afferent connections: Downstream connections define relations within a modality stream,
and default to weight = 1. In cases where two or more connections enter a process-
ing node, their weight should by default be divided by the in-degree of the node. In
such a node, the designer can bias the importance of a certain incoming connection
by distributing the 1-sum weights in an unbalanced manner.
Efferent connections: Upstream connection weights usually default to a dampened value
of the corresponding downstream connections. Both the initial site of simulation and
the depth of simulation needs to be taken into account by the network designer. Par-
ticular attention is to be paid to the reconstruction of lower-level perceptual features
(data) by the activation of higher level elements.
Inter-modal reinforcement: In cases of inter-modal reinforcement, the initial connection
weight between nodes in different modalities is usually small (later increased by the
reinforcement system). The main design task in this item lies in the selection of nodes
which are candidates for this kind of connectivity, and the direction of influence be-
tween those nodes.
Simulator/Emulator: Simulation can be triggered based on a number of events, such as
long-term memory correlations, or anticipatory processes based on learning. The
choice of learner for the simulation/emulation mechanism is independent of the pro-
posed architecture, and in the work described in the following chapters, we used a
simple Bayesian learner on a single-sequence Markov chain. However, alternative
mechanisms are equally appropriate.
Calibration: Real-world data should finally be used to calibrate the connection weights,
as well as the simulation coefficients used in the top-down processing mechanism.
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Chapter 5
Perception-Action Architecture: Pilot
Experiment
The first field test of the cognitive architecture described in the previous chapter was in
the form of a "Patty Cake" game between a humanoid robot and a human, in which the
robot practices the timing of its actions to meet the human's hands, which move in a repet-
itive sequence. For readers not familiar with English nursery rhymes, Patty Cake is a
clapping game popular in many countries, which "alternates between a normal individual
clap with two-handed claps with the other person. The hands may be crossed as well. This
allows for a possibly complex sequence of clapping that must be coordinated between the
two." [Various Authors, 2007].
While the Patty Cake trials were initial and only involved a limited spectrum of perception
and action, we believed that they provided a good testing ground for core architectural
issues related to the overall research program. Indeed many central issues and theoretical
questions arose during this stage, which will be discussed towards the end of this chapter.
Figure 5-1: "Leonardo", the expressive humanoid robot used in this study. The left picture
shows the robotic structure, the right picture shows the robot when cosmetically finished.
5.1 Platform
We applied the cognitive architecture described in the previous chapter to an expressive
humanoid robot, Leonardo ("Leo"), shown in Figure 5-1. Leonardo is a 65-degree of free-
dom (DoF) fully embodied humanoid robot that stands approximately 2.5 feet tall. It is
designed in collaboration with Stan Winston Studio to be able to express and gesture to
people as well as to physically manipulate objects. The robot is equipped with two 6-DoF
arms, two 3-DoF hands, an expressive (24-DoF) face capable of near human-level expres-
sion, two actively steerable 3-DoF ears, a 4-DoF neck, with the remainder of the DoFs in
the shoulders, waist, and hips.
The robot's sensory input device was a Vicon motion capture system which was used to
identify and track the location of the human's left and right hands. The motion tracking
system implemented uses ten cameras with rapidly-strobing red light emitting diodes to
track small retroreflective spheres that can be attached to clothing and other materials. The
positions of these trackable markers can be determined with very high accuracy within the
volume defined by the cameras -often to within a few millimeters of error at a tracking rate
of 100-120Hz. In this experiment, markers were fitted onto gloves in two distinct patterns.
These markers were then pre-processed to provide the system with a 3D location of each
of the human's hands.
Since the robot used for this experiment is not designed for physical contact, we have im-
plemented a slightly modified version of the game, in which the robot's and the human's
hands meet at a slight horizontal distance. This does not affect the timing, perception, or
motor trajectory aspects of the interaction. However, it could be argued that the tactile and
auditory perception of the clap can and should be used as an additional signal with which
to coordinate the joint behavior.
5.2 Perception-Action Network
The perception-action network that was built for this experiment is displayed in Figure 5-2.
Two feature nodes parse the raw input from the Vicon sensor and detect the 3D position of
the left and right hand, respectively These feed into a property node each for the detection
of the left and right hand upness property. A third property node is activated according to
the overall upward speed of the motion in the sensory field.
The property nodes in turn feed into three concept nodes: one representing the concept
of a left hand Patty Cake clap move, one for the right hand move, and one for the move
involving both hands clapping.
Note the insertion of the conjunction (n) operator between the left and right hand upness
properties and the two-handed game move. In the afferent mode, this node activates only
when all of its incoming connections activate. While this abstraction could have been
made in the node's INTERNAL-PROCESS method, we believe this to be a general enough
mechanism to afford a separate process node type. This naturally raises the question of
whether relationships between perceptual nodes (or Convergence Zones) are implemented
in the network's structure alone, or whether they have separate representations.
The concept nodes are connected to the two action nodes, triggering the appropriate action
in the game.
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Figure 5-2: Perception / Action Nodes for the Patty Cake game
5.3 Internal Processing
The internal processing for the feature nodes converts the "visual field" to 3D locations
of each of the hands, and activates if the appropriate marker pattern was successfully
detected. It generates a data packet with the location, which is fed through the downstream
activation into the property nodes.
Code Segment 4 Internal processing of a hand position feature node.
INTERNAL-PROCESS(a, d)
1 d' +- FIND-H AND-POSITION(d)
2 return [a, d']
The up speed property node activates according to the average one-step derivative of ver-
tical movement of the left and right hands. Negative movements are capped at zero.
Code Segment 5 Internal processing of the up speed property node.
INTERNAL-PROCESS(a, d)
1 nextd <- VERITCAL-PROJECT(d)
2 speed <- next-d - last-d
3 last +- next-d
4 return [speed, NIL]
The property and concept nodes are value-only, and do not pass on any data besides their
activation. The activation value of the left and right "up" property nodes is proportional
to the vertical location of the hand in the visual field, whereas the concept nodes do not
perform any internal processing.
Code Segment 6 Internal processing of an upness property node.
INTERNAL-PROCESS(a, d)
1 upness +- VERITCAL-PROJECT(d)
2 return [upness, NIL]
An interesting result of this network layout, given that activation is additive, is that the
faster the up-motion that is detected (by the activation of the "up speed" property node),
the lower the hand needs to be to activate the appropriate concept node. Some of the an-
ticipatory timing necessary to meet the human's gesture at the right moment thus emerges
without being explicitly calculated.
5.4 Anticipation and Rhythm
Perceptual simulation in this pilot experiment is triggered at the concept node level. We
then follow a notion of perceptual simulation that does not evolve into a full sensory ex-
perience, but instead operates only down to the property level, which can be thought of
as parallel to holistic Convergence Zones [Simmons and Barsalou, 2003]. Thus, based on
which of the concept nodes is activated, either the left, the right, or both upness property
nodes are active.
Simulation of Patty Cake move concepts are triggered by a combined anticipation and
rhythm module (Figure 5-3). This module is an extension of the anticipatory action pre-
dictor discussed in Chapter 3. However, there are several differences between the initial
version of the predictor and this one.
To recap, in the earlier version the agent acted on the next perception anticipated by the
Baysian learner whenever the previous step was complete. There was no aspect of timing
inherent to the event. In this extension, the learner also tracks the beat, or rhythm, of the
interaction triggering the appropriate perceptual simulation at the time at which the next
event is expected.
Second, while in the original anticipatory action algorithm there was a simple one-to-one
mapping between anticipated perception and subsequent atomic action, in this version the
anticipated concept is instead used to generate a perceptual simulation which integrates
with sensor-based perception to possibly generate action. This follows the notion of top-
down perception more closely, as simulated perception is truly integrated with sensor-
based perception.
Finally, we have increased the length of the Markov chain history on which the Bayesian
predictor is learned from one step to three steps. The memory size of the Markov chain
can be generalized to an arbitrary number.
Figure 5-3: Simulation is triggered by a rhythm module.
In sum, during the game of Patty Cake, the agent captures the periodicity of the human's
moves by refining a distribution over a three-step Markov chain, as sensed in the appro-
priate concept nodes. At each step, if the expected move at time t is denoted by Ot, and
{ ti, . . . , t" } are the times of the n previous recorded moves, the agent generates a probabil-
ity distribution over the set of possible next moves
pjg...n = P(Ot = ilapt = j atn.. =p - j")
where i, j1,.... j" E {Left, Right, Both}.
Similarly to Section 3.3, we use a naive Bayesian estimator with a Laplace correction of
1 [Kohavi et al., 1997]. A change to move at = i following moves utp = j,... Un = jn
increases the counter niijp...jn. Pip...jn is then estimated by
PiIj1...jn ~ |Moves|
Ek=1 klij'l...jn + 1
5.4.1 Rhythm
In parallel, the rhythm of the game is estimated using a simple linear filter with a constant
decay, measuring the time between the previous and the current move. If the time that
has passed since the last move is within a certain distance E (expressed as a fraction of the
beat) from the expected beat length, the appropriate concept node is triggered in upstream
simulation.
5.4.2 Combined Rhythm / Anticipator
Code Segment 7 shows the process of rhythm detection and anticipation, or simulation
triggering. In this listing, b is the current estimated beat length, a is the filter coefficient,
and if there is no move input from the concept node layer, ot is NIL.
Code Segment 7 Anticipating the next human move.
RHYTHM-ANTICIPATOR(t, ot)
1 if |t - t) - bi < b -e
2 then [i, p] +- MARKOV-ESTIMATE(n , - -rt")
3 PROCEssNODE-SIMULATE(nodei, p)
4 if a- -A NIL
5 then b +- b -a + (1 - a) -(t - t)
6 Un +- otn-1
7
8 U- ,-- Ot
As can be seen in the above code segment, the simulation activation is proportional to the
probability of the expected move. In the pilot implementation, MARKOV-ESTIMATE re-
turns only the probability of the top expected move, although a possible alternative would
be to activate all the concept nodes with their respective probability.
5.5 Simulation
The result of a simulated perception triggered by the rhythm/anticipation module is a lim-
ited activation of the concept and property layer nodes that correspond to the perception
of the anticipated next human move. The rhythm component of the anticipator triggers
this activation at a time that matches the currently perceived rhythm of the interaction.
Since simulated activation acts as an additive component in the afferent perceptual stream,
the outcome of this simulation are twofold: first, lower hand positions and slower speeds
are sufficient to trigger the robot's own actions, making its behavior increasingly anticipa-
tory the more confident the Bayesian model of the human's actions are. In a constant-speed
behavior of them human, the robot will react to the human's motion at an earlier point in
the trajectory. This results in a move from a purely reactive behavior (the robot starting
its action only when the human has reached the vertical threshold position) to a meshing
behavior (the robot moving at the same time as the human and increasingly meeting the
human's move at its endpoint).
Second, since the robot's simulated perception results in partial activation of concept nodes,
and as a result of action nodes - the robot begins the motion trajectory associated with the
appropriate action ahead of time, and thus puts its body into a more favorable position to
complete the gesture when the full perceptual event is experienced through sensory-based
activation.
5.6 Experiment
Figure 5-4 shows the effects of a repetitive practice game of Patty Cake with Leonardo.
Frames (a) and (b) demonstrate the game range, in this case for a human LEFT / robot
RIGHT move. In (a) both the robot and the human are in their respective pre-move idle
positions. (b) has both players at the end of their move trajectory. The lines on the left side
of the frames indicate the robot's thumb location in the idle, full-up, and a "move onset"
position, which was defined as a pose distinctly separable from the idle position.
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Figure 5-4: Practice effect in human-robot Patty Cake game (human LEFT move matching
robot's RIGHT move); two-step repetition over 7 iterations. (a) shows the robot in idle po-
sition, (b) shows both players at the end of their trajectory. (c) shows the moment of the
robot's move onset at the beginning of playing the game. By the time the robot starts mov-
ing its hand up, the human has already completed his full trajectory. (d) shows the robot's
move onset after a few rounds of repetitive practice: the robots starts moving soon after
the onset of the human's move, making it more likely for the robot to meet the human's
move at the end of their trajectory.
In this experiment, the human chose a two-step game sequence alternating the left and
right hand move repeatedly.
Frame (c) shows the first time the left hand move is employed by the human (step 2). The
robot's move sets on only after the human's move is completed, demonstrating a fully
reactive behavior. Frame (d) shows the robot's behavior six iterations later (step 14). The
robot's move onset, triggered by the combination of simulated perception induced by the
rhythm/anticipator and the sensory-based perceptual activation, happens quite early in
the human's move.
This results in a more meshed behavior, enabling the robot to meet the human's move
almost simultaneously. Additionally, this behavior leads to more concurrent movement,
complying with the empirical findings in Section 3.4.2.
5.7 Discussion
While the Patty Cake game represents an indubitably simple manifestation of the proposed
architecture, including only three separate actions and a single perceptual modality, it still
proved to be an interesting pilot implementation of the approach put forth herein.
The implemented architecture was shown to model a number of important mechanisms
inherent in fluent joint action. The relationship between anticipation and simulation was
demonstrated as we increase the generality of the anticipatory framework of Section 3.3.
We showed how simulated perception and sensory-based perception can combine to result
in early action, longer concurrent motion, and shorter delay between the human's and
the robot's action - metrics which we have earlier suggested to play a significant role in
humans' sense of fluency.
We also showed how speed and position can be combined in a unified activation frame-
work, resulting in an emergent behavior of appropriate timing.
Some research questions arise from this first implementation, which set the path for further
investigation:
5.7.1 Simulated activation vs. Sensory-based activation
One of the first considerations in implementing this system was whether simulated activa-
tion is actually equivalent to real activation. Moreover, if it results in the same activation
from another source, how does it integrate with sensory-based activation? Is it a parallel
system that 'copies over' values from simulation to perception, is it additory, does it com-
pete with sensory activation? As discussed above, in this case, we have implemented a
system in which simulated activation is equivalent to real activation, additively changing
the same variable of each node. This approach was altered in later implementations of the
system, in which simulation was separate from - but in interaction with - sensor-based
activation, as described in the previous chapter.
Through this implementation, we have also realized that there is a risk of uncontrolled
feedback loops if perceived and simulated activation operate in completely identical ways,
and have opted to separate these into two separate pathways. Each node has upstream and
downstream outgoing connections (which - in this case - are fully symmetrical, but an
asymmetrical implementation was used for our second experiment), and while perception
activates only the downstream connections, simulation only operates on upstream connec-
tions. This has been found to stabilize the network.
This seems to be supported by some preliminary evidence that the right hemisphere pro-
cesses bottom up information and the left hemisphere generates it top-down [Barsalou,
20071.
5.7.2 Actions and Simulation
Another issue that arises with the proposed approach is how actions activate as part of the
simulatory pathway. Since simulation is initiated at the concept level, how do we prevent
actions to trigger regardless of sensory-based perceptions? In the discussed implementa-
tion it is a matter of degree of activation, using an additory paradigm between perceived
and simulated activation on the property level. However, we later found it useful revise
our approach, considering a system that "knows" which activations are simulated and
which are not.
5.7.3 Processing Symmetry
If a node does some processing in addition to its function as a pathway node (for example it
might threshold a certain incoming activation), this processing must be different between
the efferent and the afferent direction. It would be a worthwhile research path to determine
whether there is a generalizable way to inverse processing between sensory-based and
simulation-triggered perceptual activation.
5.7.4 Competing Simulations
How should the system deal with competing simulations? In this Chapter's implemen-
tation we have proceeded in a winner-takes-all approach, although a parallel simulation
could also be considered. In this case, is there a need for an inhibitory mechanism for
competing simulations?
5.7.5 Length of Simulation Streams
A further important question is how far upstream a simulation activates. In this pilot
study, we found that the correct behavior arises if simulation moves up to the property
node level. A sliding target approach might be necessary, moving simulations further into
the sensory processing stream if needed.
5.7.6 Extensions
The proposed experiment could be further extended by generalizing the UP property
nodes to action extent detection properties, which can be used to determine how much
of a partner's action has been executed. This, in combination with the speed node might
be enough to model Time-to-Impact necessary for meshing joint actions. The evaluation
of completion-percentage of a partner's action could conceivably be learned for novel ac-
tions.
In addition, the original version of the Patty Cake game includes individual claps between
each of the joint claps. These highly embodied signals might well have a crucial role in
coordinating timing between the players.
The inclusion of an auditory and tactile signal resulting from the clapping gesture (both
the individual and the joint clap) could also prove useful in both the rhythm estimation
and the triggering of actions at the right time.
Chapter 6
A Collaborative Lighting Task
Building on the first generation implementation described in the previous chapter, and
in an attempt to design a network that includes multiple modalities and a more complex
network, we devised a collaborative task in which a human and a robot can work together
to achieve a joint goal, and in which practice plays a role in improving human-robot team
efficiency and fluency
6.1 Robotic Platform
The robot employed in this evaluation was AUR, a robotic desk lamp. The lamp has a 5-
degree-of-freedom arm, a variable aperture that can change the light beam's width, and a
ColorKinetics LED lamp which can illuminate in a range of the red-green-blue color space.
Chapter 9 describes of the design process and mechanical makeup of AUR.
AUR is stationary and mounted on top of a steel and wood workbench locating its base at
approximately 36 inches above the floor. Its processing is done on a 2x Dual 2.66GHz Intel
processor machine located underneath the workbench. Figure 6-1 shows the robot and the
workbench.
Figure 6-1: The robot AUR on its workbench
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6.2 Task Description
The task was designed so that in order to achieve the goal, both human and robot needed to
do the appropriate actions, and that the sequence of actions necessary would be repeated
in a way that practice could improve performance on both the human's and the robot's
part.
Additionally, we have attempted to design a task that is appropriate for a robotic desk
lamp, but is strictly reproducible in a controlled experiment. The task was planned with
the intent that it is relatively difficult for the human to learn the sequence of actions they
need to do, and that there are parts of the task that only the human can do and parts that
only the robot can perform.
In this human-robot collaboration, the human operated in a workspace as depicted in the
diagram in Figure 6-2 and the image in Figure 6-3.
Figure 6-2: Diagram of the collaborative lighting task workspace
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Figure 6-3: Photograph of the collaborative lighting task workspace
The robot, from its tabletop vantage point, could direct its head to different locations
around its own axis, and change the color of the light beam. When asked to "Go", "Come",
or "Come here" the robot would move to the location of the person's hand, assuming the
hand was relatively static. Additionally, the color changed in response to speech com-
mands to one of three colors: "Blue", "Red", and "Green"'.
To complete the task, the person was asked to stand in front of the lamp. The workspace
contained three locations (A,B,C). At each location there was a black music stand with a
white cardboard square labeled with the location letter, and including four doors (Figure 6-
4). Each door, when lifted, revealed the name of a color written underneath (Red, Blue, or
Green).
The task was to complete a sequence of 8 actions, which was described in diagrammatical
form on a sequence sheet as shown in Figure 6-5. This sequence was to be repeated 10
times, as quickly as possible.
Each action in the sequence specifies: a general location A, B, or C, and an indication of
which of the four doors to open. The action is completed when the lamp shines the speci-
fied color of light at that location. This would result in the sound of a buzzer, indicating the
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Figure 6-4: Cardboard used in the lighting task. Each location is indicated by a letter A-C
and has four doors, each of which hides the name of a color. Different sequence patterns
have different colors under each door location.
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Figure 6-5: Sample experimental sequence
person should move to the next action in the sequence. A different buzzer was sounded
when a whole sequence was completed.
6.2.1 Sensing
The robot's sensory input device was a Vicon motion capture system which was used
to identify and track the location and orientation of the human's right hand and head.
The motion tracking system implemented uses ten cameras with rapidly-strobing red light
emitting diodes to track small retroreflective spheres that can be attached to clothing and
other materials. The positions of these trackable markers can be determined with very high
accuracy within the volume defined by the cameras - often to within a few millimeters of
error at a tracking rate of 100-120Hz. In this experiment, markers were fitted onto a glove
and a headband in two distinct patterns. These markers were then processed to provide
the system with a 3D location of the human's hands and head. We recorded the location
of the hand, as well as the location and orientation of the head to disk at a frequency of 10
times per second.
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The system also takes input from Sphinx-4, an open-source, Java-based speech recog-
nition system created by the Sphinx group at Carnegie Mellon University, in collabora-
tion with Sun Microsystems Laboratories, Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs, and Hewlett
Packard [Walker et al., 2004]. The commands recognized by the system in this task were:
"Come", "Come Here", "Go", "Red", "Blue", "Green", and "Off".
6.3 Cognitive Network
To solve the task described in this chapter, we designed the cognitive network depicted in
Figure 6-6, based on the elements described in Chapter 4.
Auditory Visual Proprioceptive
Figure 6-6: The cognitive network used in the light following task.
The network is made up of three modality streams, a visual, an auditory, and a proprio-
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IMP,
ceptive. The action network includes five actions, three color changing nodes, a color "off"
node, and a "goto position" node.
6.3.1 Visual Modality
The visual modality stream is depicted in Figure 6-7. Its sensory input stems from the
Vicon motion capture system, indicating the hand position in the workspace.
Two feature areas are downstream from that Vicon sensory node: in one, four workspace
segmentation feature nodes activate proportionally to the proximity of the hand to each of
the four corners of the workspace. In the other, a speed node detects the speed as a single-
frame position derivative of the hand position. Downstream from the speed node, an
inhibitory connection feeds the "Stillness" feature node, which simply detects the inverse
of the speed node clamped between 0 and 1.
The stillness node feeds into an aggregator property node detecting the settling of the
stillness feature. This node is a slow following (low-pass filtered) node with an instant
negative response. It thus indicates whether the hand has been still for some consecutive
period of time.
Three concept nodes represent the location of the hand near one of the task targets, A, B,
or C.
The target concept nodes are connected to the "goto position" action node, as is a conjunc-
tion node combining the "stillness settled" and the "Go" speech feature node. A combi-
nation of a hand position near the target, an aggregate stillness of the hand, and a "Go"
command will trigger this action, leading the robot to move its beam towards the appro-
priate position.
6.3.2 Simulation in the Visual Modality
Simulation in the visual modality is most relevant to the connection between the concept
nodes and the workspace segmentation feature nodes. Over time, as the robot correlates
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Figure 6-7: The visual modality stream used in the light following task.
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the location of the hand near a target, both the afferent and the efferent connections be-
tween these two layers get reinforced.
Then, in anticipation of the next game step as determined by the simulator/emulator de-
scribed below, the appropriate concept node, as well as the "Go" action node get a certain
simulated activation, as determined by the action and concept simulation coefficients and
the anticipatory probability. At this point, the reinforced efferent connections to the fea-
ture nodes cause a bias towards the perception of the hand in the appropriate workspace
regions.
During such simulation, the workspace segmentation feature nodes are partially activated,
and as a result can reach full activation with sensory data that is further away from each
of the target positions. This results in a pre-step bias of this perceptual stream leading to
anticipatory action on the robot's part.
6.3.3 Auditory Modality
The auditory modality stream is depicted in Figure 6-8. Its sensory input stems from the
Sphinx speech recognition system, parsing the auditory input into speech tokens.
This sensory node feeds five speech feature nodes, which respond to the detection of a
particular speech token in the auditory stream. As mentioned in the previous section,
the "Go" speech feature feeds into a conjunctive node with the "Stillness settled" visual
property triggering the "Go" action only when the hand position is settled. This prevents
jitter on the part of the robot induced by slight variations in the hand position.
The four other speech feature nodes have afferent connections to the four light change
action nodes. Note also that the "Go" action node causes the light to turn off to prevent
light to shine while the lamp is in motion.
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Figure 6-8: The auditory modality stream used in the light following task.
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Inhibitory Clique
All speech detection feature nodes reside in a so-called inhibitory clique, which governs
their relative exclusivity. This is not the same as the exclusivity clique described as part
of the action network. The inhibitory clique does not disable other nodes in the clique,
but each pair in this clique has a strong inhibitory connection, resulting in a new speech
detection to minimize the activation of competing speech feature detections.
6.3.4 Proprioceptive Modality
Finally, the proprioceptive modality stream is depicted in Figure 6-9. Its sensory input is
based on the joint positions of the robot, thus representing the robot's sense of physical
self.
This simple modality stream has a direction feature node, which calculates the lamp head
direction from the joint positions. This node, in turn, feeds into left, right, and center
property nodes, which classify the overall orientation of the robot. In addition, and in
combination with the hand position sensory node, a "towards hand" property is calculated
from this feature (but not used in the experiment described below).
Inter-modal connectivity
The orientation property nodes in this modality are connected to the speech feature nodes
in the auditory modality, and managed with the connection reinforcement mechanism de-
scribed in Section 4.7. The aim of these connections are to enable the robot to learn a
perceptual correspondence between its orientation and a speech detection perceptual stim-
ulus. These connections are initially extremely weak, but can later be embellished by the
connection reinforcement mechanism, as described in the previous chapter.
Thus, while there is no direct connection between the proprioceptive modality and the
action network, this modality indirectly affects the color actions through their connectivity
to the auditory modality.
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Figure 6-9: The proprioceptive modality stream used in the light following task.
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6.4 Emulator
To model practice in this network, we designed a Bayesian sequence learner along the
same lines as described in Section 5.4. Our Markov model used a 3-step sequence history.
At each step, after a few rounds of practice, the sequence learner estimates the probabil-
ity of the appropriate hand-target concept, and "go" action being expected. This triggers
simulation of both the appropriate concept and the action node.
For the concept simulation, we have heuristically found that a quadratic derived value
results in a more appropriate learning curve over time. For the action simulation, we
found a linear simulation value adequate.
The result of this emulation, in combination with the connection reinforcement described
above, is that the workspace segmentation feature nodes simulate to the extent that they
are correlated with the appropriate hand-target concept. Thus an increasing distance be-
tween the hand position and the correct target is adequate to trigger the appropriate re-
sponse.
6.4.1 Analysis
Figure 6-10 shows the probabilities of anticipated concepts for a consistent human team-
mate, and their respective simulation values. The graph shows these probabilities at the
same step for each attempt for a given expected concept, and for a not-anticipated concept.
Figure 6-11 shows the associated simulation value with the probabilities shown in Figure 6-
10. As stated above, the concept was simulated with a quadratic derived value sc = (p +
-y) x p, in this case with y = 0.4. Compare this with a linear derived activation reaching the
same settled value. For the action simulation factor, we used a linear coefficient, sa = p x 7.
In this case, -y = 0.25
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Figure 6-10: Probability for an anticipated event and a not anticipated event in case of a
consistent human.
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Simulation values for anticipated concept and action with a consistent human
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Effect on Trigger Region
Figure 6-12 shows the the change in trigger area for each of the areas using a simple A-
C-B sequence with ten iterations. The longer the practice session, the more 'primed' the
perceptual stream is, and the further away the hand position can be to result in a concept
and subsequent action activation. This effect can also be seen graphically in Figure 6-13
for the same recorded data as above.
Trigger distances for locations after adaptation
2 4 6 8
Sequence attempt
Figure 6-12: Effect of emulator on trigger distances for each
simple A-C-B sequence.
of the three locations using a
One interesting result was that if the human moves in the wrong direction for the next
step, in many cases the robot is triggered to move briefly in the correct direction before
following the human's command. This often results in a joint matched movement to one
and then to the other direction performed by both the human and the robot. We believe
that such an embodied mirroring behavior could play a role adding to the team's sense of
bond, as well as to the human's perception of the robot as similar to themselves.
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' 160
Figure 6-13: Effect of emulator on trigger distances for each of the three locations using a
simple A-C-B sequence. Numbers indicate sequence attempts.
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6.5 Inter-modal Simulation
In addition to the visual emulation, we used inter-modal simulation between the robot's
proprioceptive property nodes ("Left", "Right", and "Center") and the speech feature
nodes (see: Section 6.3.4). This corresponds to a repeating stimulation of a certain word
in the auditory stream when the robot has a certain position, resulting in the perceptual
simulation of that speech segment every time the robot returns to that position.
If there is a consistent correlation between position and color, the robot will increasingly
trigger the appropriate color without an explicit human command.
6.5.1 Analysis
The effects of connection reinforcement on inter-modal simulation can be seen in Figures 6-
14 and 6-15. The first graph shows the weights between the Center Property Node and
each of the color speech feature nodes with a mostly consistent mapping between the
two modality instances (there is some cross-occurrence towards the end with the ' 'Red''
Speech Feature node).
The second graph shows the effects of mostly alternating contingency between the pro-
prioceptive node and the speech feature nodes. Across the experimental sequence, these
reinforcements cancel each other out and result in a low simulation factor between these
nodes.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented an implementation of the research architecture set forth
in Chapter 4 and initially explored in Chapter 5. We will next evaluate this implementation
in a controlled human subject study.
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Figure 6-14: Connection reinforcement with consistent contingency. One of the outgoing
connection weights from the proprioceptive Center property node increases and settles at
over 0.9.
Outgoing connection weights for the 'Right' property node
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Figure 6-15: Connection reinforcement with inconsistent contingency. None of the outgo-
ing connection weights from the proprioceptive Right property node exceeds 0.4.
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Chapter 7
Collaborative Lighting Task: Human
Subject Study
We have conducted a human subject study to evaluate the performance of the imple-
mented system described in the previous chapter, and the effects it has on the efficiency
and fluency of the task, as well as on the human perception of the robot. We were partic-
ularly interested in how the system performs within the context of practice, in which the
human and the robot repeat a fixed set of identical actions.
7.1 Experimental Design
The study was a between-group controlled experiment with two conditions. The control
condition will henceforth be called the REACTIVE condition, corresponding to the baseline
condition in which both the Emulation/Simulation framework and the Intermodal Rein-
forcement were disabled. The remainder of the system, i.e. the perceptual network and
all activation streams and thresholds, were identically retained. The second condition is
denoted FLUENCY. In this condition, both the Emulation/Simulation framework and the
Intermodal Reinforcement were active with fixed parameters.
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To control for instruction bias, neither group was told whether the robot will adapt to their
behavior. All participants were allowed to practice with the system before beginning the
experiment.
We recruited subjects from the campus and area communities, through email solicitation
bearing the following text:
The Robotic Life Group at the Media Lab is conducting a user study
to examine aspects of human-robot collaborative interaction. In
this interaction, participants will collaborate on physical tasks
with our new robot AUR, a robotic desk lamp. The study will last
about 30 minutes, and participants will receive a $10 gift
certificate.
A hyperlink to a webpage allowing the recipient to sign up for a slot was also included in
the email message.
The experiment included two sequences, or "patterns". Pattern A - indicated by the
title "Sequence M" - was associated with a setup in which there were different colors
under the different doors. In Pattern B - denoted "Sequence G" for the subjects - there
was a one-to-one mapping between location and color, i.e., the same color was hidden
under all four doors in a single location. For example, all doors in location B hid the color
"Blue", and all doors in location A hid the color "Green". Therefore both the human's
memory and the robot's inter-modal reinforcement process could more easily learn the
correct association between spatial location and color.
After the subjects were done with both rounds, they were asked to identify the robot as
male or female, and asked whether the robot was more of a tool or more of a teammate.
Then they were asked to fill out the post-experimental questionnaire.
The experimental protocol was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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7.1.1 Subjects
We recruited 38 subject, who were arbitrarily designated to one of the two experimental
conditions, and for each subject, they were arbitrarily assigned the order of sequences
between Pattern A first, and Pattern B first.
At the last day of the experiment we experienced an unrecoverable hardware failure, forc-
ing us to release the last 5 subjects. We thus remained with 33 subjects, 15 in the REACTIVE
condition, and 18 in the FLUENCY condition.
It should be noted that for the first 4 subjects in the FLUENCY condition, the software did not
have the correct thresholds (a problem that was later fixed). However, the robot performed
appropriately and we retained the data from those subjects.
Two subjects in the FLUENCY condition experienced a mechanical failure. This was resolved
in a short period of time, and the subjects continued the experiment. The failure affected
the amount of data we were able to obtain from these subjects, a fact we addressed as
described in Section 7.4.1.
Subjects were allowed to practice but usually elected not to practice for very long. As
a result the first and second sequence attempt of most subjects was significantly slower
than other rounds, leading us, for some metrics - for example when considering relative
improvement over time - to only consider the second round each subject performed,
assuming that at that point the subjects were familiar enough with the system that we
measured only trial-related metrics.
7.2 Terminology
In the coming sections we will use the following terminology:
Turn is the time and actions occurring between two consecutive turn buzzers. These in-
clude a single event of correctly shining the right light onto the right board.
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Sequence is a set of eight turns. There are ten attempts at a sequence.
Round is a set of ten attempts at a sequence. The first round is the round performed first;
similarly for the phrase second round. Rounds can also be identifies by patterns. In this
case we will refer to Pattern A and Pattern B. Note that for different subjects the order
of patterns, i.e. the mapping between patterns and round numbers, is different.
Task is a set of two rounds, using both patterns.
7.3 Results
Building on our experience from the study described in Section 3.4, we have evaluated a
number of behavioral hypotheses (H1-H8, Section 7.4), as well as a number of hypotheses
based on the subjects' self-report (H9-H17, Section 7.5).
7.4 Behavioral Measures
The behavioral measures recorded in this experiment were elicited from the log files gen-
erated by the experiment software. The software running the robot logged a number of
events, including the human's speech commands, the robot's action selection, the human's
hand position, and the experimenter's buzzer times.
7.4.1 Data Cleanup
To account for a number of mechanical failures as mentioned above, as well as for mistak-
enly recorded turn and sequence buzzer events, the data has been automatically cleaned
up, by eliminating the following sequences:
e Any sequence attempt that does not contain 7-9 turns was eliminated.
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* Any sequence attempt that lasted for less than 25 seconds or more than 180 seconds
was eliminated.
As a result, two subjects' data included only 8 sequences in one of the rounds, one subject's
data remained with 9 sequences in both rounds, and two subjects' data remained with 9
sequences in one of their two rounds.
We have included the valid data from these subjects in our analyses, except in Hypothesis
H1 below. In H1, as well as in the graphs depicting sequence-by-sequence progress on
the recorded behavioral measures, we included only data from trials containing 10 valid
sequences.
Figure 7-1 shows turn and sequence data from a subject experiencing a mechanical failure
before and after cleanup.
7.4.2 Team Performance
Our first set of hypotheses were concerned with the performance of the human-robot team.
The following metrics were elicited from the log files recorded by the experiment software:
TASK - The overall time to complete all ten attempts of a single sequence pattern.
SEQ - The time to complete a single eight-turn sequence.
TURN - The time to complete a single turn within a sequence.
The metrics are indexed as follows:
M ET R ICseqattempt(turn)MTIround (un
Where round can be indicated by a number 0 or 1 meaning the first or second round; or a
letter A or B indicating which pattern this round corresponds to.
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Time from task start (ms)
(a) Subject turns and sequences before cleanup.
0 100000 200000 300000 400000 500000 600000 700000 800000
Time from task start (ms)
(b) Subject turns and sequences after cleanup.
Figure 7-1: Effects of cleanup on one round of one subject, who experienced a mechanical
failure of the robot during their seventh and ninth sequence attempt. Sequence attempts
1-6, 8, and 10 were retained for data analysis.
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Using the above notation, SEQ4 indicates the time it took a subject to complete the 5th
sequence attempt in the first round.
We tested the following hypotheses:
H1 - Overall task completion time
TASK0 + TASK1 is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the REACTIVE
condition.
H2 - Mean sequence attempt time
mean(SEQo) + mean(SEQ1) is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the
REACTIVE condition.
H3 - Mean sequence attempt time (last 5 sequence attempts)
mean(SEQ 9) + mean(SEQ5- 9) is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to
the REACTIVE condition.
H4 - Best sequence attempt time
min(SEQO) + min(SEQ1) is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the
REACTIVE condition.
H5 - Improvement in second round sequence time (last over first attempt)
SEQ9/SEQO is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the REACTIVE con-
dition.
Note: We use only data from the second round under the assumption that, at this point,
the subject is familiar with the task structure and robot, and we thus measure only the
team's improvement and not the initial practice needed by the subject.
Table 7.1 shows the values measured for the above performance metrics and the statistical
significance of the difference between the two experimental conditions. All significance
evaluations in this chapter were performed using a T-test with independent samples.
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Table 7.1: Human-robot team performance metrics. Values are mean i s.d.. in seconds, except in H5, which is a fraction.
Hypothesis Metric REACTIVE FLUENCY T p
H1 - Total task time TASK0 + TASK 1  1401.66 ± 162.90 1196.26 ± 226.83 t(24)=2.609 p < 0.05 *
H2 - Mean seq. time mean(SEQo) + mean(SEQ1 ) 141.38 i 17.38 116.21 ± 22.67 t(30)=3.487 p < 0.01 **
H3 - Mean seq. time mean(SEQ5 9 ) + mean(SEQ -9) 131.04 ± 17.76 97.93 i 22.75 t(30)=4.544 p < 0.001 *
(2nd half)
H4 - Best seq. time min(SEQO) + min(SEQ1 ) 117.93 ± 16.11 83.87 ± 18.81 t(30)=5.461 p < 0.001 *
H5 - Seq. time im- SEQ9/SEQO 0.76 ± 0.18 0.50 ± 0.15 t(30)=4.718 p < 0.001
provement
Table 7.2: Human-robot team fluency metrics. Values are mean ± s.d.. H7, H8 is measured in seconds
Hypothesis Metric REACTIVE FLUENCY T p
H6 - Human idle time mean(IDLE0 , IDLE1 ) 0.46 ± 0.08 0.364 ± 0.09 t(30)=3.001 p < 0.01 **
H7 - Robot funct. delay mean(DELAYo, DELAY 1) 4.81 ± 9.91 3.66 i 15.72 t(30)=2.434 p < 0.05 *
H8 - Robot funct. delay (2nd half) mean(DELAY- 9 , DELAY5- 9 ) 4.07 ± 10.97 1.48 i 6.14 t(30)=3.487 p < 0.001 ***
All of our hypotheses were confirmed, demonstrating a significant improvement in team
performance under the FLUENCY condition. Note that examining in particular the second
half of each task round (as in hypotheses H3, H4, and H5) leads to an increase in difference
between the two conditions, and an increase in significance. This phenomenon is further
illustrated in the figures below.
Figures 7-2 and 7-3 show the average sequence attempt time (SEQ) for both conditions, split
by round. The notion of initial practice runs is evident in this figure, as the second round
starts at a lower time than the first round. In both cases, the FLUENCY condition converges
at slightly over 40 seconds, while the REACTIVE condition maintains an average over 60
seconds.
Figure 7-3 shows data for sequence pattern A and B, respectively Since the robot and
the human "learn" the color sequences more fully in pattern B, we see a more dramatic
improvement in the FLUENCY condition, converging on a below-40 second score in the final
sequence attempt.
7.4.3 Fluency Metrics
The second set of hypotheses tested in this experiment relate to the fluency of the team.
These are based on the fluency metrics set forth in Hoffman and Breazeal [20071 as well
as in Chapter 3. The following metrics were elicited from the log files recorded by the
experiment software:
IDLE - Human idle time. The percentage of time within each task round in which the
human hand was stationary or move very little.
This metric is elicited from the human's hand position. A low-passed sensor with
hysteresis is triggered every time the frame-by-frame distance of the hand position
crosses a certain threshold.
DELAY - Robot functional delay. The time that passed from the beginning of a turn to the
onset of the robot's movement.
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Figure 7-3: Mean sequence times per pattern.
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The metrics are indexed as described in the previous section.
We tested the following hypotheses:
H6 - Human idle time
mean(IDLE0 , IDLE1) is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the REACTIVE
condition.
H7 - Robot functional delay
mean(DELAYo, DELAY1) is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the REACTIVE
condition.
H8 - Robot functional delay (second half)
mean(DELAY5-9, DELAY1 )5-9 is significantly lower in the FLUENCY condition compared to the
REACTIVE condition.
Table 7.2 on page 126 shows the values measured for the above fluency metrics and the
statistical significance of the difference between the two experimental conditions.
All of our hypotheses were confirmed, demonstrating a significant improvement in both
fluency metrics under the FLUENCY condition. Again, examining the second half of each
task round (hypothesis H8) shows an increase in difference between the two conditions,
and an increase in significance.
Figures 7-4 and 7-5 shows the average change in robot functional delay time (DELAY) for
both conditions, split by trial. It can be seen, in Figure 7-4 (b), that in the REACTIVE con-
dition, the human teammate can do little to improve the robot's delay, after the initial
"practice" period.
7.4.4 Relative contribution of human and robot
It is interesting to estimate the relative contribution of each team member to the improve-
ment of the team, and especially to compare the learning rate of the human and the robot
as it manifests itself on the temporal change in the team member's contribution.
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We estimated this measure as follows: For each sequence attempt, we compare a given
metric to the value of the same metric in the first attempt. Since the first round included a
few practice attempts, we only estimate this measure on the second round for each subject.
As the robot does not adapt or learn in the REACTIVE condition, we consider the improve-
ment of the team in that group to be solely on behalf of the human. We call this "the
human contribution" to the team's improvement. Subtracting the human contribution
function from the improvement of the team in the FLUENCY condition, we obtain "the robot
contribution" to the team's improvement.
Figure 7-6 shows the relative contribution of the team members on the improvement in
sequence time. Note, in (a), that the deduced rate of learning on the robot's part roughly
matches the adaptation of the human, which could possibly lead to an increased sense of
partnership and "like-me" perception. It is also worth noting, in (b) that the robot's con-
tribution to a lowered DELAY metric (a measure that might be related to fluency) converges
on roughly twice the contribution of the human to that metric.
7.5 Self-report questionnaire
In addition to the behavioral metrics we have administered a self-report questionnaire
including 41 questions. 38 questions asked the subjects to rank agreement with a sentence
on a 7-point Likert scale, with the endpoints and midpoint labeled "Strongly Disagree"
(1), "Neutral" (4), and "Strongly agree" (7). Three questions were open ended responses.
Please refer to Appendix A for a complete list of questions.
We have compounded the questions into nine scales we propose as valuable to evaluate
human-robot teamwork. In these scales, the number refers to the question number on the
questionnaire as listed in Appendix Section A.1, whereas poso refers to the value 1-7 on
the Likert scale, and nego refers to 8 minus the value on the Likert scale.
We have verified the reliability of these scales within our subject population using Cron-
bach's alpha measure.
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Figure 7-6: Relative contribution of the team members on (a) sequence time, and (b) robot
delay.
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The proposed scales are as follows:
HRT-ENJOY - The overall enjoyment of the teamwork experience
Metric: [pos(1) + neg(2) + pos( 3 )]/3
1: My overall experience was enjoyable.
2: My overall experience was boring.
3: I would like to repeat the task again.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.716
HRT-FLUENCY - The sense of fluency in the teamwork
Metric: [pos(7) + pos(8) + pos(12)]/3
7: The human-robot team worked fluently together
8: The human-robot team's fluency improved over time.
12: The robot contributed to the fluency of the interaction.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.801
HRT-IMPROVE - The team improvement over time
Metric: [pos(6) + pos(8) + pos(11)]/3
6: The human-robot team improved over time.
8: The human-robot team's fluency improved over time.
11 : The robot's performance improved over time.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.793
HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB - The robot's contribution to the team
Metric: [neg(22) + pos(2 3 ) + neg(24) + pos(25)]/4
22: I had to carry the weight to make the human-robot team better.
23 : The robot contributed equally to the team performance.
24: I was the most important team member on the team.
25: The robot was the most important team member on the team.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.785
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HRT-ROBOT-TRUST - The human's trust in the robot
Metric: [pos(14) + pos(16)]/2
14 : I trusted the robot to do the right thing at the right time.
16: The robot was trustworthy.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.772
HRT-ROBOT-CHAR - The robot's positive character traits
Metric: [pos(15) + pos(16) + pos(17)]/3
15: The robot was intelligent.
16: The robot was trustworthy.
17: The robot was committed to the task.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.827
HRT-WAI-BOND - The HRT Working Alliance bond subscale
Metric: [neg(30) + pos(31) + pos(34) + pos(36) + pos(3 7) + pos(39) + pos(40)]/7
30 : I feel uncomfortable with the robot.
31 : The robot and I understand each other.
34: I believe the robot likes me.
36: The robot and I respect each other.
37: I am confident in the robot's ability to help me.
39: I feel that the robot appreciates me.
40: The robot and I trust each other.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.808
HRT-WAI-GOAL - The HRT Working Alliance goal subscale
Metric: [pos(32) + neg(35) + pos(38)]/3
32 : The robot perceives accurately what my goals are.
35: The robot does not understand what I am trying to accomplish.
38: The robot and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.794
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HRT-WAI- The overall HRT Working Alliance
Metric: [HRT-WAI-BOND x 7+ HRT-WAI-GOAL x 3+ neg(33)]/12
33: I find what I am doing with the robot confusing.
Cronbach's alpha: 0.843
The last three scales are adapted from the Working Alliance Inventory [Horvath and Green-
berg, 1989], a standard instrument evaluating clinician-patient relationship, to fit a human-
robot joint task. We did not include a task subscale as the questions in the original WAI
task subscale were very specific to a clinician-patient scenario. We denote this instrument
HRT-WAI.
We hypothesized there to be a significant difference in these metrics between the two ex-
perimental conditions, specifically that these metrics be higher for the FLUENCY condition.
In addition we hypothesized that the following individual questions will be higher rated
in the FLUENCY condition compared to the REACTIVE condition:
HRT-ROBOT-FLUENCY - The robot's contribution to the fluency
12: The robot contributed to the fluency of the interaction.
HRT-HUMAN-COMMIT - The human's commitment to the team
27: I was committed to the success of the team.
HRT-ROBOT-ADAPT - The robot's adaptation to the human
21 : The robot learned to adapt its actions to mine.
7.5.1 Questionnaire Results
Table 7.3 shows the results for the questionnaire hypotheses. Figures 7-7 to 7-12 show the
results for those scales in which we found significant difference between the two experi-
mental conditions.
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Table 7.3: Survey questionnaire results metrics. Values are mean t s.d.. on a 7-point Likert
scale, with the endpoints and midpoint labeled "Strongly Disagree" (1), "Neutral" (4), and
"Strongly agree" (7). All comparisons were made using a T-test for independent samples.
Hyp. Metric HRT- REACTIVE FLUENCY T p
H9 ENJOY 5.133 + 1.24 5.352 ± 1.14 t(31)=0.528 not signif.
H10 FLUENCY 4.978 t 0.96 5.926 ± 0.98 t(31)=2.798 p < 0.01 **
H11 IMPROVE 5.156 ± 0.96 6.167 ± 1.09 t(31)=2.797 p < 0.01 **
H12 ROBOT-CONTRIB 2.85 + 1.11 4.0 i 1.32 t(31)=2.687 p < 0.05 *
H13 ROBOT-TRUST 4.9 ± 1.25 5.417i 1.28 t(31)=1.167 not signif.
H14 ROBOT-CHAR 4.8 i 1.32 5.407 ± 1.17 t(31)=1.248 not signif.
H14 WAI-BOND 4.171 ± 1.05 4.365 ± 1.03 t(31)=0.533 not signif.
H14 WAI-GOAL 3.644 ± 1.47 4.704 ± 1.31 t(31)=1.248 p < 0.05 *
H14 WAI 4.139 ± 0.94 4.54 ± 0.94 t(31)=1.248 not signif.
H15 ROBOT-FLUENCY 4.733 ± 1.22 6.111 ± 1.18 t(31)=3.282 p < 0.01 **
H16 HUMAN-COMMIT 6.4 + 0.74 5.833 ± 1.10 t(31)=1.702 not signif.
H17 ROBOT-ADAPT 3.467 ± 1.46 5.944 ± 1.06 t(31)=5.656 p < 0.001 ***
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Figure 7-7: Significant differences on the HRT-FLUENCY scale between the FLUENCY and the
REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
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Figure 7-8: Significant differences on the HRT-IMPROVE scale between the FLUENCY and the
REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
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Figure 7-9: Significant differences on the HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB scale between the FLUENCY
and the REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
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Figure 7-10: Significant differences on the HRT-WAI-GOAL scale between
the REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
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t(31)=3.282, p<0.01 **
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Figure 7-11: Significant differences on the HRT-ROBOT-FLUENCY scale between the FLUENCY
and the REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
'The robot learned to adapt its actions to mine."
t(31)=5.656, p<0.001***
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Figure 7-12: Significant differences on the HRT-ROBOT-ADAPT scale between the FLUENCY
and the REACTIVE conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
Table 7.3 reveals significant differences between subjects in the two experimental condi-
tions with regard to the fluency scales in the questionnaire. Both the HRT-FLUENCY and the
HRT-ROBOT-FLUENCY measures are significantly different at p < 0.01.
Additionally, subjects in the FLUENCY condition rated the robot's contribution to the team
significantly higher than subjects in the REACTIVE condition, as well as the team's over all
improvement.
While these task-related scales differ significantly, we were not able to show a significant
difference in the robot's perceived positive character traits (intelligence, trustworthiness,
and commitment), in the trust the human put in the robot, in the human's commitment to
the task - which was incidentally higher for the REACTIVE condition, if not significantly so
- or in the subject's overall enjoyment of the experiment. While all but one of these scales
were higher for the FLUENCY condition, these differences were not statistically significant.
We believe that this is in part due to the low expectation people have of robots, which
caused the evaluation of the reactive robot to be high as a response to the robot's generally
reliable functioning. This hypothesis could be evaluated in a within-subject experiment
comparing the two robot architectures.
Note that while the overall robot's character was not rated significantly different between
the two conditions, the robot's intelligence was (see Appendix Section A.2).
On the HRT-WAI scale, the goal subscale was significantly different between the two con-
ditions, while the bond subscale - as well as the overall HRT-WAI score - were not. One
possible explanation for that phenomenon could be that it takes longer than the experi-
ment's duration to form a bond, whereas the mutual agreement on goals can be established
in a shorter time span.
Gender differences
Appendix Section A.3 lists gender differences at p < 0.05 on survey questions. The most
significant difference, at p < 0.01, was on question 24 ("I was the most important team
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member on the team"), shown in Figure 7-13. As a result, there was a significant difference
in the HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB scale, shown in Figure 7-14.
We found this to be mostly due to the difference in the FLUENCY condition (Figures 7-15
and 7-16).
In the REACTIVE condition there was no gender difference on this scale (see: Figures 7-17
and 7-18). Similarly, there was no significant difference on question 24 in the REACTIVE
condition, although female subjects did rate their importance lower than male subjects
(see: Figures 7-17 and 7-18).
All comparisons were made using a T-test with independent samples.
"1 was the most important team member on the team."
t(31)=3.24, p<0.01**
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-6
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-4
-3
-2
1
Male Female
Figure 7-13: Gender differences on Question 24 between male and female subjects. Error
bars indicate standard error.
7.5.2 Oral questions
Subjects were also asked orally, whether they considered the robot more of a tool or more
of a teammate. While the answers were biased towards the teammate in the FLUENCY con-
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Robot Contribution (compound scale)
t(31)=2.241, p<0.05 *
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Figure 7-14: Gender differences on the HRT-RDBOT-CONTRIB scale between male and female
subjects. Error bars indicate standard error.
"I was the most important team member on the team."
t(16)=3.223, p<0.01 **
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Figure 7-15: Gender differences on the Question 24 between male and
the FLUENCY condition. Error bars indicate standard error.
female subjects in
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Robot Contribution (compound scale)
t(16)=2.614, p<0.05 *
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Figure 7-16: Gender differences on the HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB scale between male and female
subjects in the FLUENCY condition. Error bars indicate standard error.
"I was the most important team member on the team."
t(13)=1.135, not signif.
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Figure 7-17: Gender differences on the Question 24 between male and female subjects in
the REACTIVE condition. Error bars indicate standard error.
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Figure 7-18: Gender differences on the HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB scale between male and female
subjects in the REACTIVE condition. Error bars indicate standard error.
dition, we could not find a statistically significant difference. Table 7.4 shows the responses
to these questions by condition.
Condition Teammate Tool
FLUENCY 8 4
REACTIVE 4 7
Table 7.4: Responses, by condition, to the question whether the robot acted more as a tool
or more as a teammate.
To the question whether the robot was male or female, all but one subjects chose "male".
7.5.3 Open-ended responses
Anecdotal evidence from the open-ended response section of the questionnaire reveals
several differences between the two conditions. Overall, the qualitative response of sub-
jects in the FLUENCY condition seems to be more favorable than that of subjects in the
REACTIVE condition.
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Positive comments in the FLUENCY condition included subjects reporting to be "highly im-
pressed at [the robot's] learning and movement speed, at [its] capacity to retain informa-
tion and elaborate upon it", and a subject saying that the robot "worked well, and I felt a
sense of relief/relaxation when it just did what I was about to tell it to do." One subject
reported to have "had emotional responses that went from tenderness (a lesser entity than
myself) to amusement to respect (it has better memory!) and trust." And one went so far
as to claim that "[bly the end of the second sequence, we were good friends and high-fived
mentally after the task was done."
Such positive comments were rare in the REACTIVE condition. Characteristic descriptions
of the robot in that condition were "It did exactly what is was supposed to", "The robot
performed fairly well, but it did not understand the larger plan of action", and "[T]he lamp
was not creepy". One subject, however, remarked that "[t]here were a few moments when
I felt like I was ineracting with a being that was more alive... [than a] machine".
Several negative comments, in particular with regards to the robot's contribution as a team
member, were peppered throughout the comments of subjects in the REACTIVE condition.
These included "The robot was more of an assistance than an active team member", "If the
plan could be interpreted from speech, even if it was a simple plan, I would have felt like
the robot was even more of a partner", "I felt like I was controlling the robot, rather than it
being part of a team. I didn't really feel like there was any symbiotic interaction between
myself and the robot; rather, it feel like a tool and something that I command, rather than
an equal partner", and "It did pretty well but I was definitely driving it, and it just fell like
a lazy apprentice". This also reflected on the overall sense of the team's accomplishment,
in remarks such as "i'm not sure our team performance ever improved."
In contrast, subjects in the FLUENCY condition remarked on the robot's contribution to the
team, and referred to it several times as a teammate: "By the end of the first sequence I
realized that he could learn and work as my teammate", "my interaction with the robot
was not that different than with a human teammate. i sometimes believed him (!) [sic] IT a
better performer than myself and was impresed at the rate of improvement we had", and
"i would love having a robot as a teammate to perform any task, my fear is seeing how
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easily and fast i grew affectionate to it and wondering if i'll ever have the need for it to
have true (!) [sic] feelings for me or discovering i dont mind it they are not human."
One subject in the FLUENCY condition said, however, that "i did not perceive it as human
but more as kind of a thing, possibly an animal. i think this might have to do with the fact
that i was asked go give it short commands similar to the ones given to animals."
Self-deprecation in the FLUENCY condition
A surprising effect of the experiment was that in the FLUENCY condition there were a high
number of self-deprecating comments, and comments indicating worry or stress because
of the robot's performance. This was also evident in informal conversation with subjects
after the experiment, in which several subjects in that condition remarked on stressful
feelings that they weren't performing at an adequate level.
Written remarks included "I would essentially forget the pair of colors I had memerized
[sic] - this slowed me down on the second sequence", "The robot is better than me","The
performance could had been better if I didn't make those mistakes", "[I] worried that I
might slow my teammate down with any mistakes I might have made", "Apparently she
learned faster than I did", and even "I am obsolete". There were no similar comments in
the REACTIVE condition.
While it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to further explore this aspect of our find-
ings, it should raise a warning flag to any designer in the human-robot interaction field.
The prevalence of this response may indicate a need for a human to feel in some way more
intelligent than the robot they are interacting with.
Maintaining the balance of increased robot responsiveness and the intimidation that might
result is generally an overlooked aspect of HRI, which these results urge us to consider.
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Lexical analysis
An independent judge analyzed the comments given by the study subjects according to
15 categories. All-in-all there were 54 comments, 24 by subjects in the REACTIVE condition,
and 30 by subjects in the FLUENCY condition. These comments were presented to the judge
in randomized order and without indication of the condition they belonged to. For each
comment, and for each category, the judge was asked to answer whether the comment falls
into the category.
Table 7.5 shows the categories judged, and the percentage of comments in each condition
rated as matching each category. Figure 7-19 depicts the lexical analysis data graphically.
"The subject's comment..." REACTIVE FLUENCY
"... portrayed the robot in a positive manner." 20.8 56.7
"... portrayed the robot in a negative manner." 50.0 13.3
"... portrayed the robot as one would a human." 16.7 43.4
"... portrayed the robot as one would a creature." 33.3 13.3
"... portrayed the robot as a teammate." 33.3 30.0
"... portrayed the robot as a tool." 29.2 23.3
"... described the robot in emotional terms." 20.8 33.3
"... attributed credit for the task's success to the human." 20.1 10.0
"... attributed credit for the task's success to the robot." 4.2 30.0
"... attributed blame for the task's problems to the human." 12.5 26.7
"... attributed blame for the task's problems to the robot." 50.0 16.7
"... attributed a gender to the robot." 0 13.3
"... described the robot as intelligent." 0 32.1
"... described the robot as unintelligent." 29.2 9.5
"... was self-deprecating." 4.2 30.0
Table 7.5: Lexical analysis of subjects' open-ended comments
This analysis shows several noteworthy differences: in their open-ended questions, sub-
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Lexical Analysis by Category REACTIVE
100 % of comments FLUENCY
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Figure 7-19: Lexical analysis of subjects' open-ended comments (see: Table 7.5)
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jects in the FLUENCY condition commented on the robot more positively, and subjects in the
REACTIVE condition commented on the robot more negatively. FLUENCY subjects attributed
more human characteristics to the robot, although there is little difference in the emotional
content of the comments. Similarly, there is no difference in the evaluation of the robot as
a tool or a teammate.
Subjects in the FLUENCY condition tended both to give more credit to the robot, and at-
tribute more blame to themselves. Those in the REACTIVE condition far exceeded the other
subjects in putting blame on the robot.
Gender attributions, as well as attributions of intelligence only occurred in the FLUENCY
condition, while subjects in the REACTIVE conditions tended to comment on the robot as
being unintelligent.
Finally, we did find the tendency to self-deprecating comments much more prevalent in
the FLUENCY condition.
7.6 Practice revisited
Given the above findings, it makes sense to summarize the notion of practice in our ap-
proach. According to the model put forth here, practice operates on two levels: a learn-
ing and/or rhythm subsystem triggers top-down simulation biasing perceptual process-
ing and thus altering reaction times and action behavior on the robot's part. Through this
mechanism the robot can act based on less perceptual input, given that the same percep-
tions are simulated in the top-down system. This kind of practice in effect implements
the principle that repeated activity shifts action selection from a more robust, but slower
decision making process to a more automatic, faster, but less dynamic and reliable process.
As expectations become more ingrained and action selection happens based on less per-
ceptual information, the robot is able to act faster, effectively short-circuiting the relation
between perception and action.
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A second kind of practice is embodied in the connection reinforcement mechanism de-
scribed in Section 4.7 on page 81. This subsystem alters the weights of connections within
the perception and motor activation networks and is another manner in which more "de-
liberate" action selection procedures (stemming from the motivational layer) transfer to a
faster action activation mechanism.
We believe that human practice employs similar mechanisms, and as part of the human-
subject study described in this chapter, we often observed similar behavior (such as a
"double-take" resulting from a mistaken anticipatory decision) in human and robot as
they proceeded to practice the task. It may well be possible that these embodied similari-
ties between the human and the robot team members contributed to a sense of "like-me"
perception leading to the humanizing found in the post-experimental survey.
In Section 7.4.4 we showed an empirical comparison of the rate of practice between the
human and the robot, finding similarities that are in line with this claim.
In addition, it is known that the perception of an action and its performance are linked
in human-human joint action through so-called "mirror neuron" mechanisms (see: Sec-
tion 2.1). It would be interesting to evaluate how joint practice of the type described in this
dissertation affects these mirror mechanisms, and how they interact with human subjects'
perception of the robot's human-likeness.
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Chapter 8
HRI: Four Lessons from Acting Method
As this dissertation draws inspiration from the theories of acting method and practice,
we have decided to include a chapter elaborating some core concepts appearing in these
practices, which bear relevance to human-robot interaction design. We argue that there
are interesting parallels between the challenges actors take on and the ones that designers
of HRI robots need to tackle, and therefore lessons to be learned from acting methods for
HRI development.1
We find this parallel particularly compelling considering the fact that acting method has
undergone a significant revolution in the early 20th century, moving from what was essen-
tially a symbol processing approach (for example, the DelSarte system of expression) to an
embodied methodology (at the core of the Stanislavski system). This thesis argues that a
similar change in perspective is underway in the cognitive sciences, has been gaining mo-
mentum in the robotics and artificial intelligence fields, and is worthwhile to be seriously
considered by the HRI community.
'A version of this chapter was previously published in Hoffman [2005a].
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8.1 HRI Design as Acting
Relating the two fields of acting and HRI stems from the observation that actors are trained
to be highly tuned to the technical physicality of behavior for various actions and attitudes.
An actor's preparation of a role includes a systematic investigation of what gesture, body
pose or physical action best describes the internal drive and objective of their character in
different contexts. Good actors pay attention to conventions of nonverbal communication
and often need to take on the difficult task of portraying complex emotions without words.
These activities are similar to the ones one engages in when designing robotic behavior
for human-centric robots. There, too, one is concerned with the readability of expressive
behavior, with the breakdown and technical analysis of what it takes to convey a complex
inner development, and with the translation of all that into what finally results in a series
of motion commands.
More poetically, one might say that both human-centric interactive robot designer and
actor are in the business of injecting life into a lifeless object, be it a hierarchy of joints and
motors for one, or an arc of dry dialog lines and stage directions for the other. Both robot
designer and actor have to analytically break down the complex emergent constellation
called "behavior" and reconstruct it in an inherently synthetic, but ultimately meaningful
way.
As teachers of acting method have been working to establish principles aimed to help
actors prepare an analysis of human behavior with the proclaimed goal of artificially
re-creating it in an interactive session, their methods may hold valuable lessons for the
progress of HRI within and beyond the realm of entertainment robots. This chapter ex-
plores these lessons.
There are, of course, significant differences between human-centric robot behavior and
acting. Most notably, as Lee Strasberg said, "the actor need not imitate a human being.
The actor is himself a human being and can create out of himself." (In Cole and Chinoy
[1970], p.626) This obviously does not hold true for a robot, a fact that can be viewed both
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a curse and a blessing. On the one hand, much of acting technique draws on the personal
experiences of the actor, experience that no robot can bring to the table. On the other hand,
a significant portion of an actor's most challenging training is purposed to enable her to
"let go" of ingrained experience, of her own personality, and allow the fictitious character
to enter into that void. In that respect, robots are fortunate to not have a real ego to battle
in an attempt to make room for their alter - or stage - ego.
This important difference could lead to the conclusion that there can be no robotic "acting"
without there first being a robot personality. This also reflects a concern in the Artificial
Intelligence community, predicting that artificial agents will never be intelligent until they
are able to accumulate experience and memories over a prolonged period of time.
We agree that in order to seriously apply Stanislavskian methodology to robots, vast per-
sonal experience must first be acquired. But we do not share the outlook that the con-
nection between robotics and acting is rendered impossible until robots are able to gather
enough experience to truthfully perform the "as if" projection that actors are required.
What, then, can acting theory teach us that can be applied towards human-interactive
robots today? A survey of acting method training and theory literature, written primarily
in the last few decades, demarcates several themes that reoccur in almost every text and
technique, no matter how different from each other (and how much each method claims
to revolutionize its predecessor's approach).
These themes will be referred to herein as (1) psycho-physical unity; (2) mutual responsiveness;
and (3) objective and inner monologue.
In the following sections we will briefly show how these themes have been addressed by
various acting teachers and theorists, and why we think they may provide lessons for HRI
designers.
8.2 Psycho-physical Unity
In his book Gamesfor Actors and Non-actors, Augusto Boal states:
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"[...] the human being is a unity, an indivisible whole. Scientists have demon-
strated that one's physical and psychic apparatuses are completely inseperable.
Stanislavski's work on physical actions also tends to the same conclusion, i.e.
that ideas, emotions and sensations are all indissolubly interwoven. A bod-
ily movement 'is' a thought and a thought expresses itself in corporeal form."
[Boal, 2002]
As discussed in the first part of this dissertation, mounting evidence shows that it is not
only that our mental processes and psychological state affect our corporal functions, but
that there exists a strong influence which our physical behavior exerts on our mental state.
Acting theorists have acknowledged that behavior is inherently physically grounded. As
early as the late 19th century, acting system reformer Frangois DelSarte, notes the feedback
from body to mind:
"A perfect reproduction of the outer manifestation of some passion, the giving
of the outer sign, will cause a reflex feeling within." [Stebbins, 1887]
This interrelationship is only gaining momentum since. Spolin [1999] muses "through
physical relationship all life springs", Robert Lewis stresses the physical and sensory side
of affective memory (In Cole and Chinoy [1970]), Acting teacher Sonia Moore reminds us that
"it is a fact that in life the whole complex inner world of a human being, every inner expe-
rience, is always expressed physically" [Moore, 19681, and stresses the "how we do it"-
the physical aspects of the emotional motivation-as a central part of her Stanislavskian
method. Ruth Maleczech uses images, corporal representations, to elicit her performance
(In Sonenberg [1996]), as does Boal in his "Image Theater". Broadhurst writes: "[...] tech-
nology's most important contribution to art is the enhancement and reconfiguration of an
aesthetic creative potential which consists of interacting with and reacting to a physical
body, not an abandonment of that body" [Broadhurst, 2004]. And the list goes on. To
conclude with Strasberg's more poetically leaning words: "The actor has no piano. In the
actor, pianist and piano are the same" (In Cole and Chinoy [1970]).
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Following this indication, any work in robotics is well-positioned, exploring the physically
grounded intelligence of robots rather than abstract computational processes. The fact
that robots have bodies is a good starting point, and much of the Aritficial Intelligence
community seems to increasingly accept that intelligence is inherently embodied.
However, in HRI robots designed today, cognitive models are still distinctly separate from
their physicality. While admittedly immersed in sensory experience, not much attention
has been paid to the physical representation of cognition. The "behavior systems" of robots
are mostly action selection mechanisms driven by sensory input, and in most HRI imple-
mentations the virtual agent driving the robot is an extension of an ideal logical process
that communicates with the physical results of its decisions as input and output streams
to and from a distant module.
Recent trends in cognitive psychology support what most acting teachers seem to know
well: the relationship between mind, decision and corporal function is not one of two
distinct systems drawing from each other in a remote-controlled way, but are two aspects
of the same; two sides of a Boalian "unity".
The one field of robotics where a similar message seems to be most prominently incorpo-
rated is that of close feedback motion control, in which intelligence is employed towards
simple, bounded, physical activity-such as balancing a pole or stabilizing a walk. These
applications, however, are contained to the most rudimentary activities, and do not scale
towards the physical aspects of higher level cognition, which probably should be viewed
in the same manner.
In this thesis we argue that HRI design should consider tearing down the implicit barrier
between the "motor system", the "perception system", and the "behavior system" and
think afresh about a combined architecture where both are sides of the same behavior.
One radical, yet conceivable way forward is to constrain artificial cognitive process to
physical embodiments of that process, not allowing any "thinking" that is not physical
in nature, simulating more closely our own mento-corporal dependency.
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8.3 Mutual responsiveness
New York City acting guru Sanford Meisner is generally associated with the stressing of
responsiveness in acting. His rule, embodied among others in the famous "repetition ex-
ercise", states
"Don't do anything unless something happens to make you do it. What you do
doesn't depend on you, it depends on the other fellow." [Meisner and Long-
well, 1987]
In another place, he commands that "acting isn't chatter, it's responding truthfully to the
other person" [Meisner and Longwell, 1987]. This rule, in Meisner's method, is the key to
truthful reaction, and to meaningful behavior in the on-stage collaboration between two
actors.
Meisner is by no means the only acting theorist to find that what is really occurring in a
scene is not happening within any of the actor's heads, or even in their behaviors, but in
the space between the two actors. Spolin calls this communication:
"[T]he techniques of the theater are the techniques of communicating. The ac-
tuality of the communication is far more important than the method used."
[Spolin, 1999]
Similarly, Maleczech speaks of repercussion:
"The other actors are, for me, like the bumpers in a pinball machine. I shoot my
pinball, my image, and it goes tch, tch, tch, bouncing off those bumpers, each
hit having its repercussion. Often the next image will come directly from the
response of the other actor." (In [Sonenberg, 1996], p.91)
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Moore [1968] reminds us that "as in life, you must evaluate the other person and expected
results," as well as "you must coordinate your behavior. [...] Ensemble work means con-
tinuous inner and external reaction to each other."
This acting maxim suggests a promising venue for interactive robots. After all, robots,
due to their impoverished internal lives and limited experience, tend to be inherently re-
active machines. From their very roots, interactive performance robots (as early as James
Seawright's Searcher (1966) and Watcher (1966)) "moved and emitted different sound pat-
terns in response to movements and light changes going on around them" [Dixon, 2004].
So it seems that building a robot that can engage in some version of the repetition game
might not to be an impossible feat.
However, pure mechanical repetition can hardly be considered truly responsive. The miss-
ing link in order for repetitive agents to be useful partners in Meisner's repetition game,
is solving the undoubtedly harder second part of the game, which is to know when to
change the repetitive behavior. For mutual responsiveness is not merely responding in a
predictive way, but knowing when to break the mirroring and as a result-switching one's
action. It is this failure to break away from the predictive pattern, that causes realistic
mutual responsiveness to seem, for the most part, inadequate in HRI robots.
To overcome this limitation we must address the challenge of choosing between simple
reactive behavior and breaking away from simple reaction. Detecting the right time and
manner to do that is not an easy perceptual processing feat, but may well hold the key to
solving the mutual responsiveness problem.
8.4 Objective and Inner Monologue
Perhaps the most significant contribution to modern acting that has been brought on by the
Stanislavski system is the elimination of so-called "representational acting". This method
2It could be argued that the early interactive computing project ELIZA was a version of a repetition-game
agent.
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of formalizing a range of emotions and associating them with certain bodily and facial
actions is often attributed to the DelSarte system of expression, a methodology that has a
symbol-processing nature, which unsurprisingly has caught the attention of some robot
designers [Bruce et al., 2001].
"The actor in the French school [...] asks himself 'What must I choose to do?'
(In [Cole and Chinoy, 1970], p.626; emphasis mine.)
Teachers of the Stanislavski method stress a decidedly different approach, in which the
character's motives, objectives, and intentions weigh stronger than the actual line they
deliver, allowing the actor to rise beyond simple representation.
Moore [1968] quotes Eugene Vakhtangov saying "A unit in a role or a scene is a step in
moving the through-line of actions toward the goal," as opposed to the unit being a single
line of dialog or a stage direction.
Her method also encourages the actors to not memorize the lines, but instead focus on
analyzing a scene in terms of moving powers, objectives, obstacles, and intentions, leading
to choosing actions, creating images and "what if" behaviors out of affective memory to truly
understand a scene. The scene is then improvised with disregard to the text, and finally
re-implemented out of that improvisation on the actual lines of the scene.
Other teachers share this view. Michael Chekhov speaks of Psychological Gestures that
draw on the character's "definite desire" in a scene (in Cole and Chinoy [1970], p.519), and
Boal, too, stresses that any particular action results from the character's desires, will, and
needs.
This then leads to the concept of the inner monologue, which is heavily emphasized by
Moore's method (and referred to by Meisner as well).
"[Your inner monologue] is more important than memorizing your lines [...].
The right inner monologue will bring you to your lines, and you may have
entirely different intonations." [Moore, 1968]
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The actor's inner monologue is based on the analysis of the character and must carry on
the whole time the actor is on stage, whether she says something or not. This inner mono-
logue should usually be laid out in detail while preparing for a role, and lends the actor
credibility of an internal process while they're on stage, leading up to the lines and thus
preventing the lines to be uttered in a void.
Underlying intention structure is also immensely conducive to a reasonably behaving robot,
intelligence aside. This is particularly true if we attempt to create life-like behavior.
Cracks showing in a robot's lifelike behavior are most often due to the surfacing of too
simple - or worse, random - behavior in the action selection system. The robot seems
to be behaving unintelligently whenever it displays a lack of clear and readable objectives,
desires and intentions, or when there is no reasonable underlying principles governing the
robot's actions, be they appropriate or misplaced.
In contrast, experience shows that even the most simple combination of an underlying
desire and affective state modulating the otherwise straightforward functional behavior of
the robot significantly changes the way people interact with the robot, attributing a much
higher degree of "understanding" and "realism" to the inanimate object.
Robots will clearly not have as rich an intentional mechanism as humans do, but there
is value in applying a objective-based system in order to achieve more complex behavior
patterns. If we are attempting to create interactive robotic actors, the notion of objectives
and desires must exist at the base of the robot's behavior, even if they are based merely on
a very rudimentary motivational system.
More specifically, the idea of an "inner monologue" is a powerful one that can, and should,
be transferred to the realm of Human-Robot Interaction. Just as an actor should be con-
stantly conducting an inner monologue to achieve continuity and realism in his behavior,
and to make his externally evident actions emotionally based, it makes sense for an HRI-
centered robot to continuously progress internal processes, instead of "waiting" for the
human and then selecting the correct response.
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Endowing an HRI robot with "inner monologue" might have a similar effect on robots
as it has on actors, i.e. result in a much more natural and continuous interaction, as the
robot picks up impulses (in the Meisner meaning of that word [Meisner and Longwell,
1987]), issued by the human before it actually responds to those impulses. This could
be a significant key in avoiding the currently prevalent command-and-response behavior
robots usually display, and lead to more fluency in human-robot joint action.
With inner monologue, sparse actions can become tips of icebergs of internal processing,
rather than a disconnected array of floating islands of behavior.
Inner monologue must, of course, play out externally-cueing the human counterpart as
it evolves, leading up to and filling up blank spaces between actions, and adding a layer
of nonverbal communication to human-robot interaction.
8.5 Summary
Actors face some challenges that are surprisingly related to the ones HRI designer are
struggling with. This paper identifies three persistent threads appearing throughout most
acting theory and practice literature. While not providing resolute answers, they point us
in interesting directions. Moreover, their pervasiveness may indicate that they hold central
ideas that make acting possible, rendering them candidates for serious consideration by
HRI designers.
First, we reviewed the notion of the psycho-physical unity. In today's interactive robots,
behavior systems and motor systems are separate, if communicating, units. Acting method
suggests to unify the two to be aspects of the same process. Second, mutual responsiveness
has been shown to be a cornerstone of-among others-Meisnerian method. Focusing on
the between instead of the within could prove to be a promising direction for rethinking
HRI design. Third, Stanislavkian teaching suggests analyzing action in terms of objectives
and inner monologue. Taking the 'tip of the iceberg' approach to Human-Robot Interaction
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might make human-centric robots behave in a more principled, fluent, and continuous
fashion.
On a more practical note, actors' preparatory exercises aimed at achieving these goals
could also hold valuable clues for our robotic endeavor.
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Chapter 9
Designing a Robotic Desk Lamp
Robot design is currently a predominantly grassroots activity, performed by a loosely
selected collection of graduate students, mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers,
with the occasional input from professional designers in related fields.
We believe that robot design for HRI is bound to express itself as a separate field charting
an interdisciplinary course on the brink of mechanical, electronic, product, human-factors,
interaction, and animation design.
In this chapter we attempt to formally describe the design process of the robot AUR, a
robotic desk lamp, which served as the platform for the implementation of the cognitive
architecture laid out in the previous chapters.
9.1 Motivation
The motivation to design a robotic desk lamp is threefold:
First, it stems from a commitment to explore the expressive and interactive aspects of sim-
ply moving, non-humanoid robots (see also: Chapter 10). Non-humanoid robots allow us
to consider our relationship to mechanistic artifacts, allow for a more exploratory design,
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and define a feasible entry point of robots that might be implemented on a mass-market
scale in the near future.
Then, a robotic lighting assistant, collaboratively illuminating a scene for a human working
on a bi-manual construction task has promising practical uses. In human collaboration
it is often the case that an assistant to a person engaged in a task aids the performance
by illuminating the task-relevant area. The prospect of a robotic illuminating assistant
lighting the right thing at the right time solves a recurring real-world problem, which -
at the moment - does not have a satisfactory automated solution. Advances towards
this goal could be of interest to a number of real-world applications, such as space station
maintenance, deep sea exploration, surgery, machine repair, and others. Also, much like
in the case of a human lighting assistant, the robot's light beam can be used as a deictic
gesturing device, pointing out aspects of the task that the operator needs to be aware of.
Finally, a collaborative lamp serves our research agenda well. To appropriately direct a
lighting beam towards a shared task location is a highly embodied mission which takes
into account the actions and goals of the human team member, their perspective on the
task, and provides an interesting space for improvement by practice, as well as the em-
ployment of anticipatory actions.
An early prototype of this concept included one actuated degree of freedom (DoF) at the
neck, one passive DoF in the head, a variable-intensity white light, a proximity sensor at
the base, and a capacitive sensor on the head (Figure 9-1). While the robot's behavior was
no more than a simple three-state machine, reacting to the lamp's immediate environment,
the expressive qualities derived from this simple embodied artifact were promising.
9.2 Degrees of Freedom
The current lamp design extends the original prototype in several ways: instead of a one-
DoF body, the lamp is utilizing a five-DoF robotic arm, adapted from a previous robot,
RoCo, a robotic computer [Breazeal et al., 2007]. Two DoFs are at the base, moving the
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Figure 9-1: Early prototype of a robotic desk lamp.
robot's neck (base yaw and base pitch) and three DoFs are at the top of the neck, moving
the head attachment (head yaw, head pitch, and head roll) . An MEI motion controller
is used to drive five harmonic drive geared DC motors with optical encoders. Figure 9-2
shows the robotic arm used for the desk lamp.
The lamp's lighting element was extended from a single color intensity-varying light to
a Red-Green-Blue controlled LED lamp. In addition, the lamp's light cone diameter was
designed to be able to change both as a functional and a communicative element. We have
chosen to include non-human modes of expression - changing color and light beam - in
addition to anthropomorphic posture, to be able to evaluate the effects of non-humanoid
nonverbal behavior in human-robot interaction.
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Figure 9-2: 5 degrees-of-freedom robotic arm adapted from the RoCo robot.
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9.3 Two-Part Evolutionary Prototyping
The design process of the lamp follows a path of two-part evolutionary prototyping (Fig-
ure 9-3). Each stage in the form design led to the following mechanical design, in turn
informing the next form design stage.
Form Mechanics
Early Sketches
First Iris Prototype
Material & Shae Studies
Iris & Lens Prototype
Final Designm
F n D Final A ssem bly
Figure 9-3: Two-part evolutionary prototyping approach taken in the lamp design process.
Early sketches were based off of the existing robot body, exploring possible morphologies.
Figure 9-4 shows four examples of these studies.
To allow for a varying size light beam, we then developed the first-generation robotic
aperture to control the beam size. The aperture consisted of 8 blades locked between two
counter-rotating plates and placed in front of the lighting element (Figure 9-5).
In this initial prototype, the front plate was rotated using an external gear drive with po-
tentiometer position control, and held in place by two idle rollers. Figure 9-6 shows the
fully assembled first prototype. The blades in this prototype were cut out of paper, while
alternative materials were explored, such as teflon, aluminum, acrylic, and stainless steel
- which was the eventual material of choice.
The inclusion of the aperture mechanism, and the choice of drive and feedback compo-
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Figure 9-4: Early sketches of robotic lamp morphology studies.
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BLADE _n
Figure 9-5: Iris made up of eight blades locked between two counter-rotating plates.
(a) (b)
Figure 9-6: First mechanical prototype of the robotic iris; (a) closed, and (b) open.
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nents informed the next iteration of design, seen in Figure 9-7. Some studies include a
lens, positioned to define the edges of the lamp's beam.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9-7: Drive mechanism placement studies informing second round of form design.
A desire to integrate the lamp head with the predominantly tubular design of the robotic
arm, led to the adoption of the mechanism layout in Figure 9-7 (d), in which the drive and
sensing components are placed behind both the lamp and the aperture. This was made
possible by rotating the lamp together with the back plate of the aperture and driving the
assembly through an internal gear.
Figure 9-8 shows a prototype of this new drive mechanism, with motor, sensor, lamp,
aperture, and lens in place.
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Figure 9-8: Second iteration drive mechanism.
This implementation of the lamp's mechanical design led to the consideration of a number
of creature-like designs (e.g. in Figure 9-9), which were rejected for a form resembling a
traditional lampshade. This decision is in line with the argument set forth in Chapter 10.
Settling on the overall lamp design - a roughly lampshade formed head with a color-
controlled light, actuated aperture, and lens in a linear layout - materials were considered
next. To enhance the readability of the lamp's color modality from multiple directions, a
diffuse material, such as sandblasted acrylic or vellum paper was considered.
Since the lamp head was to be mounted on an existing arm, made of part blue-anodized,
part nickel-plated aluminum, a nickel-plated element in the lamp was thought to be able
to bridge the material gap between the white semi-transparent end effector, and the body
makeup. Figure 9-10 exemplifies these material and light considerations in of a series of
morphological studies.
Once the materials, shape, and components were set, we embarked on a series of three-
dimensional morphological studies constrained by these selections, and leading to the final
lamp design. Figures 9-11 through 9-14 show a selection from these 3d model sketches.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9-9: Intermediate creature-like designs.
Figure 9-10: Material and light studies.
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Figure 9-11: 3D models of final design variations.
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Figure 9-12: 3D models of final design variations (cont.)
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Figure 9-13: 3D models of final design variations (cont.)
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Figure 9-14: 3D models of final design variations on actual robotic arm.
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9.4 Final Lamp Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of the final lamp prototype consists of three major components:
" Drive train, including the interface to the robotic arm,
* Lamp rotor, with the aperture back plate
" Shell, with the aperture front plate
9.4.1 Drive train
The drive train includes the interface to the robotic arm, and the lamp's base plate, holding
the DC motor and the potentiometer used for position feedback control. Both components
are attached to 48-pitch 1" gears. The base also contains a centered ball bearing (Figure 9-
15).
Figure 9-16 shows an axonometric diagram and a photograph of the drive train. Note that
in the photograph, the rotor shaft is shown inserted into the bearing.
9.4.2 Rotor
The rotor (Figure 9-17) is made up of a custom-machined drive shaft held in place at the
bearing with a shaft collar. A base plate attached to an internal 48-pitch 2.75" diameter gear
is moving two drive rods. The lamp element is attached to the drive rods, as is the back
plate of the aperture, enabling the blade disposition resulting in changing the aperture
size.
Figure 9-18 shows rotor base components (a) , as well as the assembled rotor base, out-of
(c) and in-place (b) on the drive train. Figure 9-18 (d) shows the fully assembled rotor in
place.
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Figure 9-15: Diagram of the lamp's drive train.
Figure 9-16: Diagram and photograph of the lamp's drive train.
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rods
1 Lamp holder
Lamp
Base plate
Rotor shaft
Shaft collar Inter al gear
Figure 9-17: Diagram of the lamp's rotor.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9-18: Photographs of the lamp's rotor.
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9.4.3 Shell
The shell performs two functions: aesthetically it diffuses the lamp's color through the
plastic shade enabling this modality to be viewed from more than just the frontal point of
view. The nickel plated aluminum tube functions as a formal bridge between the robot's
body and its role as a lighting device.
Mechanically, the shell holds the aperture's front plate in place, entrapping the blades
between itself and the rotating back plate, resulting in the opening mechanism.
Incidentally, we also found that the lamp's shell functions as a shock absorbing element in
case of a mechanical failure of the lamp arm.
Figure 9-19: Diagram of the lamp's shell.
Figure 9-20 shows the full lamp assembly in axonometric projection. Figures 9-21 through
9-24 show photographs of the assembled lamp.
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Figure 9-20: Diagram of the full lamp assembly.
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Figure 9-21: Photographs of the final assembled lamp.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9-22: Photographs of the final assembled lamp (cont.)
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Figure 9-23: Photographs of the final assembled lamp, showing the closed and open aper-
ture.
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Figure 9-24: Final assembled lamp with alternative lampshade and simulator in back-
ground.
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Chapter 10
On Non-Humanoid Expressive Robots
The platform serving to illustrate the core implementation of this work's research (de-
scribed in Chapters 6 and 7) is a non-humanoid robot, a robotic desk lamp. Its design
process is described in Chapter 9. In the following chapter we will briefly outline some of
the considerations for pursuing a path of non-humanoid design for expressive robots in
human-robot interaction.
10.1 Non-antrhopomorphic character design in art
Be it for reasons of technological constraints or artistic experimentalism, artists have often
attempted to create valuable works within frameworks of imposed limitations. At times
these constraints had a surprisingly positive impact on the final product, proving to be not
hurdles but rather inspirations.
In the field of character animation, this principle is classically associated with "The Dot
and the Line" [Jones, 19651, in which complex narrative and character development are
implemented using two very simple characters, a dot and a line (Figure 10-1). All expres-
sion is performed in motion, timing and staging alone. While technically impressive, this
film is also often quoted for distilling the core principles of expressive cartoon "acting"
without other visual aids.
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Figure 10-1: Screen capture images from Chuck Jones' 1965 short "The Dot and the Line".
More recently, in a similar example of utilizing technical limitation, Lasseter [1986] pro-
duced "Luxo Jr." which features two simple desk lamp characters. For lack of appropriate
3D modeling and animation software, Lasseter used only basic 3-joint rigid characters and,
once again, all character expression and narrative is implemented trough motion in these
6 joints, with heavy reliance on sound cues. This short continued to become a textbook
example of narrative 3d animation using simple motion and sound effects. "Luxo Jr." also
served as one inspiration for the design of the robotic desk lamp in this dissertation.
10.2 Non-humanoid expressive robots
It is similarly worthwhile explore robotic characters digressing from humanoid and an-
thropomorphic modeling, and instead focus the design effort on simplicity and motion.
We also urge robot designers to consider familiar objects and embellish them with actua-
tion and animation. Several reasons for this have been discussed in the past [Duffy, 2003],
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including the exceeding expectations one has of a robot bearing a human form, the need
for emphasis on behavior over appearance, and the avoidance of the so-called "uncanny
valley".
We also believe that the evaluation of non-anthropomorphic robots, and in particular fa-
miliar objects which were embellished with robotic traits, encourage people working with
such robots to consider their relations to such "moving inanimate" objects, as opposed to
building upon the preconceptions brought to the interaction by previous human-human
interaction.
We would like to offer two additional design considerations:
10.2.1 Freedom of exploration
A traditional design path in robotics imitates the human physique and features, building
robots that usually have one or more of: arms, eyes, mouths, a head, or a human-like
torso. Much of mobility research is also concerned with the imitation of human-like legged
locomotion (e.g. Sakagami et al. [2002]).
This approach, based on the implicit assumption that the human form and our behavior
are a pinnacle of design or evolution, inherently falls short. It views the human example
as a practically unattainable goal towards which small advances can be made, bringing
the robotic simulacrum a little closer to the human ideal. Starting with a void, the direc-
tion of such imitation is clear and constrained by the human example. Its merit is strictly
evaluated with respect to the human original.
In contrast, starting the design process with an existing artifact allows a certain freedom to
explore different avenues of embellishment. Without a set ideal guiding the robot design,
the same familiar object can be imagined through a variety of evolutions. In our example,
a robotic desk lamp superseded a regular lamp by allowing the light beam to change color
and using an iris to focus the beam. We defined five degrees of freedom and their extent,
thus defining the movement capabilities of the lamp. By specifying the trajectory of the
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lamp's movement, we design the robot's attitude and its implied "personality", in the
character animation meaning of the phrase. All of these are not constrained by a "robotic
lamp ideal", but instead grow out of the familiarity of the robot's ancestor, the household
desk lamp. This lack of preconceived ideal allows for more creative freedom in the robot
design process.
10.2.2 Market feasibility
The second driver to consider HRI research on non-anthropomorphic expressive robots is
that of market feasibility. While humanoid robots are developed in many research labora-
tories, their advent into the consumer market is still unforeseeable.
Considering simpler non-humanoid forms with fewer degrees of freedom holds the promise
to study human-robot interaction that is relevant to more imminent consumer products. To
date of this writing, 5-DoF robots, including their mechanical design and control software,
are not far-fetched possibilities for mass-manufactured products.
In addition, focusing robot design around familiar existing household objects may allow
for more rapid market acceptance, as these artifacts' utility in people's homes is well-
established, while the introduction of humanoid robots is bound to require a paradigm
shift before becoming common practice.
Additional merits from HRI research in simple, non-humanoid expressive robots include
the possibility of exploring human reaction to basic physical animation, with the opportu-
nity to systematically explore simple controlled affective response. Moreover, such robots
boast a cost-effective design, allowing for evolutionary prototyping, frequent re-implementation,
and large-scale replication.
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Part IV
Closure
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Chapter 11
Contributions
We see our main contributions to the field in four realms: cognitive modeling and imple-
mentation; empirical study and metrics; design; and theory. This chapter summarizes these
contributions.
11.1 Cognitive modeling and implementation
This work developed a perceptual symbol based computational cognitive model including
several key features:
Perception-action integration True to the belief that perception, decision, and action se-
lection must exist in a connected, mutually influential relationship, our cognitive
model views perceptual processing and action as similar and interconnected entities
in a continuously dynamic activation network.
Modality streams Modeled after Damasio's convergence zones [Damasio, 1989], our per-
ceptual processing is organized according to modality-specific streams, but allowing
for intermodal connection.
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Simulation and top-down processing Perceptual processing occurs not only from the sen-
sory to the concept and action-selection layers, but can be triggered from any point
in the cognitive network, enabling sensory-independent top-down bias of perceptual
streams.
Anticipation and emulation Bayesian learning is used to model practice through the trig-
gering anticipatory top-down simulation, akin to Wilson and Knoblich's emulators
[Wilson and Knoblich, 2005].
Co-occurrance reinforcement Dynamic feedback reinforcement between processing re-
gions models one kind of long-term memory in consistently co-occurring perceptual
activation patterns.
We have implemented this cognitive model in software and developed a visualizer to track
activation in this network. We showed the application of our system on two different
robotic platforms, a humanoid robot and a non-anthropomorphic robotic desk lamp, and
for two different human-robot collaborative tasks. We have implemented the anticipatory
practice element of this architecture on a third task, run on a simulated robot.
11.2 Empirical study and metrics
Two human-subject studies were run to corroborate our approach. One, including 32 sub-
jects, evaluated the effects of only the anticipatory practice portion of our model. A second
study, including 33 subjects, compared the use of the emulator approach to a pure bottom-
up version of our cognitive model. We showed significant differences on a number of
behavioral metrics and self-report evaluations.
As part of these empirical studies, we developed a number of behavioral fluency metrics
that could well be related to the notion of fluency in human-robot interaction. These are
Concurrent motion The percentage of time in which both human and robot were in mo-
tion;
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Human idle time The percentage of time in which the human was not active, or not in
motion;
Robot functional delay The time lapsed between the human's action and the robot's sub-
sequent action.
We found two of the three to be different between the two experimental conditions in the
first study, and two to be different in the second study.
We have also developed a number of survey instruments appropriate for the study of
human-robot fluency, and human-robot teamwork in general, and evaluated their reliabil-
ity. These include:
HRT-ENJOY - The overall enjoyment of the teamwork experience;
HRT-FLUENCY - The sense of fluency in the teamwork;
HRT-IMPROVE - The sense of team improvement over time;
HRT-ROBOT-CONTRIB - The rating of the robot's contribution to the team;
HRT-ROBOT-TRUST - The human's trust in the robot;
HRT-ROBOT-CHAR - The robot's perceived positive character traits;
HRT-WAI-BOND - The human-robot teamwork (HRT) Working Alliance bond subscale;
HRT-WAI-GOAL - The HRT Working Alliance goal subscale
HRT-WAI - The overall HRT Working Alliance.
11.3 Design
As part of this work, we proposed to consider robot design as a discipline in its own right,
taking inspiration from mechanical engineering, product design, animation, and human
interface design.
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Following a two-part evolutionary prototyping process, we designed and built a robotic
desk lamp on the basis of an existing robotic arm. The lamp featured a varying width
beam spanning the RGB spectrum.
11.4 Theory
Finally, we believe to have made two theoretical contributions. First, we raised the subject
of fluency in human-robot interaction, and encourage researchers in the field to consider
rhythm, timing, and the quality of action meshing as an integral part of their evaluation of
interactive robot intelligence.
We hope to have raised an interest in this unexplored aspect of HRI, and believe that the
principles we have proposed for achieving this sense of fluency, and which we denoted
"embodiment" - specifically the tight coupling between perception and action, the use of
anticipation, and the principles of perceptual symbols and simulation - can hold keys to
other aspects of robot intelligence as well.
Second, we proposed the notion that theater acting holds valuable insights into the anal-
ysis and generation of synthetic behavior, making it an appealing candidate to inform
human-robot interaction, which - we argue - faces many of the same challenges as ac-
tors do.
We pointed out that acting theory underwent a metamorphosis from a symbolic to an
embodied approach, not unlike the one we propose for HRI in this dissertation. As a result
we identified three lessons from acting method: psycho-physical unity, mutual responsiveness,
and inner monologue.
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Chapter 12
Future Work
This dissertation makes no claim to completeness. Much of the initial steps indicated
herein suggest more open questions and avenues for future work than the answers they
provide. We attempt to point in some of those directions for extension in this chapter.
12.1 Intentions, Motivations, and Supervision
Much of the core architecture described in this thesis, as well as the implementations
thereof, are predominantly apt for governing automatic or routine activity. Perceptions
precipitate concepts, which in turn prompt actions leading to future concept, perception,
and motor activation. While this model can be adequate for well-established behavior, a
robot acting jointly with a human must also behave in concordance with internal moti-
vations and intentions, and higher-level supervision. This is particularly crucial because
humans naturally assign internal states and intentions to animate and even inanimate ob-
jects [Baldwin and Baird, 2001, Dennett, 1987, Malle et al., 20011. Robots acting with people
must therefore behave according to internal drives as well as clearly communicate these
drives to their human counterpart. This view is also supported in modern acting litera-
ture supporting "inner monologue" as a pillar of objective-driven acting (see e.g. Moore
[1968]).
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In a separate publication [Hoffman, 2005b] we propose a supervisory intention- and motivation-
based control that could be used to affect the autonomic processing scheme outlined above.
At the base of this supervisory system lie core drives, such as hunger, boredom, attention-
seeking, and domain-specific drives, modeled as scalar fluents, which the agent seeks to
maintain at an optimal level (similar to Breazeal [2002]). If any of those fluents falls above
or below the defined range, they trigger a goal request. The number and identity of the
agent's motivational drives are fixed. Goals are represented as a vector indexed to the
various motivational drives, and encoding the effect of achieving a goal on each of the
drives. This representation can be used by a goal arbitration module to decide what goal
to pursue. Under the assumption that goals are mutually exclusive at any point, the rel-
ative deviance of the motivational drive from its optimal value in combination with the
expected effect can be used to compute a utility function for selecting each goal. The most
useful goal according to this function is thus selected.
Once a goal is selected, a planner is used to construct a plan that satisfies the goal. A
plan can then activate or override the automatic action selection mechanisms in the action-
perception activation network, activating simulators and guiding perception and motor
activity, similar to the principled fashion laid out in Cooper and Shallice [2000]. The out-
come of actions is fed back through perceptual acquisition to the motivational system.
Note that this model can also be used as a basis for an experienced-based intention reading
framework, as outlined in the above-mentioned technical report.
12.2 Anticipatory Action Selection
As described in Chapter 3, several improvements to the anticipatory action selection should
be considered.
Domain-specific knowledge can inform the action space at each decision point and thus
bias the probability distribution of subsequent states. A discount factor in the learned state
transition distribution, making more recent moves by the human teammate more salient
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to the robot than older experiences, can accommodate for learning time on the human's
part, and make the system more robust.
The agent should be able to estimate of the human's turnaround time h, instead of using a
fixed number. Ideally, this variable should be state-specific.
Additionally, the effects of anticipatory action vis-a-vis an expert - instead of a naive -
human teammate, is of interest, as is a controlled evaluation of the effects of the proposed
fluency metrics on the efficiency of the task and the perceived fluency and commitment of
the robot. A power analysis on the non-significant differences could indicate whether the
found disparities between the two conditions can be statistically based with more subjects.
We would also like to measure the effects of practice in a human-human team solving the
same task and compare the results from that study to the human-agent teamwork which
we have studied in this work.
12.3 Perceptual Simulation Framework
Similarly, we would like to evaluate the same task that was used in the human-robot ex-
periment on a human-human team, comparing the same metrics and thus gauging the
verisimilitude of our practice mechanism.
Virtual "lesion" studies are appropriate, singling out the different mechanisms contribut-
ing to the robot's fluency, and evaluating each of these mechanisms' contribution sepa-
rately. Also, within-subject studies of the concepts described here could shed a clearer light
on some of the questions raised in the previous chapters.
We have yet to address the process that leads to the existence of so-called "privileged
loops" between perception and action, and whether these should be learned, or pre-exist
in the system. A clearer separation of the different roles of each of the process node types
is also called for.
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As mentioned above, the systems described herein are mainly concerned with short-term
learning and practice. It makes sense to include the notion of long-term memory in the
context of perceptual simulation, and explore the interrelation between such a long-term
storage mechanism and the perceptual simulation framework advocated herein. In the
past we have also proposed memory decay to be based on the amount of storage needed
to hold a certain kind of memory. This notion has yet to be explored.
It would be interesting to implement the methods raised by Pentland [2004] in order to
evaluate human-robot fluency, and to compare it with human-human fluency.
Finally, a number of open questions has been posed in Section 5.7. We will not repeat the
issues raised in that section here, but do consider them as fertile ground for future research.
12.4 Robotic desk lamp design
Further evolution of our robotic desk lamp design is in place. We propose to conduct usage
studies to more formally investigate how a robotic desk lamp could be used in a household
context, thus informing the next generation design of such a robot. A slimmer, and safer,
body layout is also called for.
12.5 Robotic theater acting
Part of the motivation for this work was to enable fluent and rehearsable human-robot
theatrical performance. Much of this endeavor is left for future work.
We have staged a first such performance on the MIT campus in May 2007. In this perfor-
mance, AUR, the robotic- desk lamp described in Chapter 9 performed in a character part
with two actors. However, the robot was not autonomous, but controlled using a hybrid
control interface, which included scene loading, beat triggering, eye-contact control, and
parametric control of joints on top of the scene animations.
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We believe that this pilot play, as well as the concepts explored in this thesis, lay the
groundwork to develop the human-robot theater project towards the aim of a fully au-
tonomous robotic actor, one that can practice a scene with a human towards a fluently
meshed performance.
12.6 Lessons for psychology research
It would be interesting to evaluate how joint practice of the type described in this work
affects the mirror mechanisms described in Section 2.1. This could serve the evaluation
of our claim that the proposed robotic cognitive architecture increasingly evokes a "like-
me" sensation in the human teammate, one that is significantly stronger than in a purely
reactive robot.
Finally, finding a principled way of using our infrastructure to inform psychological re-
search, and in particular the nascent field of human-human joint action, would be a worth-
while effort.
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Appendix A
Fluency Study Questionnaire
This appendix lists the complete list of questions administered in the post-survey ques-
tionnaire described in Section 7.5.
The questionnaire included 41 questions. 38 questions asked the subjects to rank agree-
ment with a sentence on a 7-point Likert scale, with the endpoints and midpoint labeled
"Strongly Disagree" (1), "Neutral" (4), and "Strongly agree" (7). Three questions were
open ended responses. It was administered immediately after completion of the experi-
ment, on-screen via a web-based survey at a computer in our laboratory.
A.1 Questionnaire
1. My overall experience was enjoyable.
2. My overall experience was boring.
3. I would like to repeat the task again.
4. I believe the robot was controlled by a human behind the scenes.
5. The human-robot team did well on the task.
6. The human-robot team improved over time.
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7. The human-robot team worked fluently together
8. The human-robot team's fluency improved over time.
9. The human-robot team felt well-tuned.
10. The robot did its part successfully.
11. The robot's performance improved over time.
12. The robot contributed to the fluency of the interaction.
13. The robot's performance was an important contribution to the success of the team.
14. I trusted the robot to do the right thing at the right time.
15. The robot was intelligent.
16. The robot was trustworthy.
17. The robot was committed to the task.
18. The robot performed well as part of the team.
19. Open-Ended Response: In a few sentences, please add any other comments about
the robot's performance.
20. I learned to adapt my actions to the robot's actions.
21. The robot learned to adapt its actions to mine.
22. I had to carry the weight to make the human-robot team better.
23. The robot contributed equally to the team performance.
24. I was the most important team member on the team.
25. The robot was the most important team member on the team.
26. It felt like the robot was committed to the success of the team.
27. I was committed to the success of the team.
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28. I felt increasing pressure to perform well as the team's performance improved.
29. Open-Ended Response: In a few sentences, please add any other comments about
the team's performance.
30. I feel uncomfortable with the robot.
31. The robot and I understand each other.
32. The robot perceives accurately what my goals are.
33. I find what I am doing with the robot confusing.
34. I believe the robot likes me.
35. The robot does not understand what I am trying to accomplish.
36. The robot and I respect each other.
37. I am confident in the robot's ability to help me.
38. The robot and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals.
39. I feel that the robot appreciates me.
40. The robot and I trust each other.
41. Open-Ended Response: If there is anything else you'd like to let us know about your
experience, please write it below.
A.2 Statistical Metrics
This section lists statistical metrics, including significance in different between the two
conditions, for all questions in the survey. All values are on a 7-point Likert scale reported
as mean ± s.d..
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1. "My overall
REACTIVE:
FLUENCY:
2. "My overall
REACTIVE:
FLUENCY:
experience was enjoyable."
5.73 i 1.03
5.83 1.1
t(31)=-0.268 not signif.
experience was boring."
2.87 i 1.64
2.39 ± 1.75
t(31)=0.802 not signif.
3. "I would like to repeat the
REACTIVE: 4.53 t 1.64
FLUENCY: 4.61 + 1.72
t(31)=-0.132
4. "I believe the robot was controlled by a
REACTIVE: 1.8 ± 0.94
FLUENCY: 2.5 ± 1.95
t(31)=-1.271 not signif.
5. "The human-robot team
REACTIVE: 5.47 ± 0.83
FLUENCY: 5.22 ± 1.26
t(31)=0.641
human behind the scenes."
did well on the task."
not signif.
6. "The human-robot team improved over time."
REACTIVE: 5.87 t 0.83
FLUENCY: 6.17± 1.29
t(31)=-0.773 not signif.
7. "The human-robot team worked fluently together"
REACTIVE: 4.87 ± 0.92
FLUENCY: 5.61 ± 0.98
t(31)=-2.24 p < 0.05 *
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task again."
not signif.
8. "The human-robot team's fluency improved over time."
REACTIVE: 5.33+ 1.4
FLUENCY: 6.06 +1.3
t(31)=-1 .533 not signif.
9. "The human-robot team felt well-tuned."
REACTIVE: 4.87 + 1.51
FLUENCY: 5.44 0.86
t(31)=-1.384 not signif.
10. "The robot did its part successfully."
REACTIVE: 5.6 ± 0.51
FLUENCY: 6.11 +1.02
t(31)=-1.761 not signif.
11. "The robot's
REACTIVE:
FLUENCY:
performance
4.27 1.44
6.28 i 1.02
t(31)=-4.695
improved over time."
p < 0.001 ***
12. "The robot contributed to
REACTIVE: 4.73 ± 1.22
FLUENCY: 6.11 ±1.18
t(31)=-3.282
the fluency of the interaction."
p < 0.01 **
13. "The robot's performance was an important contribution to the success of the
team."
REACTIVE: 5.2 ± 1.37
FLUENCY: 6.5 +0.62
t(31)=-3.61 p < 0.01 **
14. "I trusted the robot to do the right thing at the right time."
REACTIVE: 4.93 ± 1.62
FLUENCY: 5.44 ± 1.38
t(31)=-0.977 not signif.
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15. "The robot was intelligent."
REACTIVE: 4.2 ± 1.7
FLUENCY: 5.33 ± 1.08
t(31)=-2.322 p < 0.05 *
16. "The robot was trustworthy."
REACTIVE: 4.87 i 1.3
FLUENCY: 5.39 i 1.33
t(31)=-1.132 not signif.
17. "The robot was committed to the task."
REACTIVE: 5.53± 1.6
FLUENCY: 5.5 ± 1.54
t(31)=0.061 not signif.
18. "The robot performed well as part of the team."
REACTIVE: 5.67 ± 0.98
FLUENCY: 5.83 1.2
t(31)=-0.432 not signif.
19. Open-ended question
20. "I learned to adapt my actions to the robot's actions."
REACTIVE: 6.0 ± 0.93
FLUENCY: 5.72 1.53
t(31)=0.616 not signif.
21. "The robot learned to adapt its actions to mine."
REACTIVE: 3.47 ± 1.46
FLUENCY: 5.94 ± 1.06
t(31)=-5.656 p < 0.001 ***
22. "I had to carry the weight to make the human-robot team better."
REACTIVE: 5.53 ± 1.25
FLUENCY: 4.0 ± 1.78
t(31)=2.806 p < 0.01 **
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23. "The robot
REACTIVE:
FLUENCY:
contributed equally to the team performance."
3.93 ± 1.62
4.61 ± 1.33
t(31)=-1.317 not signif.
24. "I was the most important team member on the team."
REACTIVE: 5.33 i 1.88
FLUENCY: 3.89 2.0
t(31)=2.126 p < 0.05 *
25. "The robot was the most important team member on the team."
REACTIVE: 2.33 i 1.18
FLUENCY: 3.28 ± 1.71
t(31)=-1.811 not signif.
26. "It felt like
REACTIVE:
FLUENCY:
the robot was committed to the success of the team."
4.47 ± 2.13
5.22 ± 1.56
t(31)=-1.175 not signif.
27. "I was committed to the success of the team."
REACTIVE: 6.4 ± 0.74
FLUENCY: 5.83 ± 1.1
t(31)=1.702 not signif.
28. "I felt increasing pressure to perform well as the team's performance improved."
REACTIVE: 6.33 ± 0.72
FLUENCY: 5.89 ± 1.23
t(31)=1.23 not signif.
29. Open-ended question
30. "I feel uncomfortable with the robot."
REACTIVE: 2.67 ± 1.59
FLUENCY: 2.67 ± 1.71
t(31)=0.0 not signif.
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31. "The robot and I understand each other."
REACTIVE: 4.0 ± 1.77
FLUENCY: 4.44 ± 1.2
t(31)=-0.856 not signif.
32. "The robot perceives accurately what my goals are."
REACTIVE: 3.27 i 1.62
FLUENCY: 4.61 ± 1.58
t(31)=-2.406 p < 0.05 *
33. "I find what I am doing with the robot confusing."
REACTIVE: 2.6 t 1.59
FLUENCY: 2.72 i 1.6
t(31)=-0.219 not signif.
34. "I believe the robot likes me."
REACTIVE: 3.67 i 1.76
FLUENCY: 3.44 i 1.89
t(31)=0.347 not signif.
35. "The robot does not understand what I am trying to accomplish."
REACTIVE: 4.0 t 1.93
FLUENCY: 3.17± 1.62
t(31)=1.351 not signif.
36. "The robot and I respect each other."
REACTIVE: 4.2 ± 1.42
FLUENCY: 4.44 + 1.5
t(31)=-0.476 not signif.
37. "1 am confident in the robot's ability to help me."
REACTIVE: 5.07 ± 0.88
FLUENCY: 5.17± 1.2
t(31)=-0.268 not signif.
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38. "The robot and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals."
REACTIVE: 3.67± 1.72
FLUENCY: 4.67 ± 1.61
t(31)=-1.724 not signif.
39. "I feel that the robot appreciates me."
REACTIVE: 3.13 1.64
FLUENCY: 3.44± 1.62
t(31)=-0.547 not signif.
40. "The robot and I trust each other."
REACTIVE: 3.8 ± 1.47
FLUENCY: 4.28+ 1.41
t(31)=-0.951 not signif.
41. Open-ended question
A.3 Statistical Differences by Gender
The following lists statistical metrics, including significance in difference between male
and female subjects, for those questions in the survey in which these two groups differed
significantly. All values are on a 7-point Likert scale reported as mean ± s.d..
* "The human-robot team did well on the task."
Male: 5.71 ± 0.92
Female: 4.94 ± 1.12
t(31)=2.156 p < 0.05 *
* "The robot was intelligent."
Male: 4.24 ± 1.68
Female: 5.44 ± 0.96
t(31)=-2.502 p < 0.05 *
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* "The robot contributed equally to the team performance."
Male: 3.76± 1.3
Female: 4.88i1.5
t(31)=-2.276 p < 0.05 *
" "I was the most important team member on the team."
Male: 5.53 1.23
Female: 3.5 2.25
t(31)=3.24 p < 0.01 **
" "It felt like the robot was committed to the success of the team."
Male: 4.12 ± 2.0
Female: 5.69 ± 1.3
t(31)=-2.657 p < 0.05 *
* "The robot perceives accurately what my goals are."
Male: 3.29±1.76
Female: 4.75±1.34
t(31)=-2.66 p < 0.05 *
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Appendix B
Fluency Experiment Instructions
These were the instructions given to subjects in the Fluency experiment described in Chap-
ter 6. They were identical for all subjects, regardless of experimental condition.
In addition, subjects were verbally reminded of safety concerns, encouraged to stay clear
of the robot's motion path, and were told that if they knew what color is written behind a
door, there is no imperative to open the door as long as they can make the robot shine the
correct light on the board. They were also verbally reminded that the robot can only go to
their hand location if their hand is still.
B.1 Instruction Text
Robotic Desk Lamp Experiments
INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for participating in the Robotic Desk Lamp Experiment. Please read these in-
structions carefully and ask the experimenter if you have any questions.
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Safety
Please be aware that the robot can move relatively fast and is very strong. Make sure that
you keep your hands and head at a safe distance from the robot at all times. Since the robot
might make unexpected moves, make sure that you have a good sense where the robot is
at all times and be alert to the sound of its motion.
The Task
In this study you play a repetition game in collaboration with a robot. You will play two
separate rounds of the game which will be scored independently
Each task is made up of eight (8) steps, which will be given to you by the experimenter.
Each step is denoted by a letter (A-C) and a pattern:
For each step you need to go to the board indicated by the letter, and open the door indi-
cated by the pattern. Please open the door carefully without ripping the cardboard. You
may use the provided tool to open the door.
Behind each door you will find the name of a color. The goal of each step is to make the
lamp shine the correct color on the indicated board. Make sure the door is completely
closed when the light is pointed towards the board. When this is accomplished, the exper-
imenter will sound a single tone to indicate that you can move to the next step.
When all eight steps are completed a double tone will be sounded, indicating you have
completed the sequence. The experimenter will inform you of your total sequence time.
You are required to repeat each sequence ten (10) times.
Controlling the robot
You control the robot using voice commands and your hand. In order to do so you will
be equipped with a motion-detection glove and a microphone. The robot understands the
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following commands:
" "Go" / "Come" / "Come Here" These three commands are equivalent and will
cause the robot to go where your hand is at the moment. Note that the robot cannot
detect your hand position while your hand is moving.
* "Red" / "Green" / "Blue" / "White" / "Off" These five commands will cause the
light to turn into the indicated color or turn off.
The robot might move independent of your commands. This is normal behavior, but does
not necessarily occur. If the robot is at the correct place and shining the correct light, the
move will be counted as completed, even if you did not issue any voice commands.
Time
Your goal is to complete each sequence in the least amount of time. A sequence time is
measured between two double-tone signals. The experimenter will tell you the time it
took you to complete the sequence at the end of each sequence.
Completing the Study
You play the game until you've completed 10 repetitions of the first sequence, and 10
repetitions of the second sequence. At this point you can choose to do 5 more repetitions
of a third sequence, or notify the experimenter that youre done.
You will then be asked to complete a questionnaire regarding your experience in the study.
Practice & Questions
Please take a moment to get used to how you control the robot and how you open the
board doors. You can practice until you feel comfortable with how the game operates.
Then tell the experimenter that you are ready to go.
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Thank you and good luck!
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